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ABSTRACT

Israe] has lhree main religious parties, the National Re-

ligious Party (Nnp) , Agudat Israel, and Po'aIei Aqudat Yis-

rael (pay), that have participated in a laregly secular gov-

ernment. Collectively the three religious parties have

never obtained more than fifteen per cent of. the popular

vote. Yet when one considers that there are at times twenLy

parties or more running in an election, this fifteen per

cent make the religious parties a Strong political force.

AlLhough the religious parties do not wish to make Israel a

theocratic state, they insist that Jewish religious laws and

customs be maintained. The secular government has not alwalzs

agreed with the religious parties. They believe that relig-

ion will Stand in the way in the development of a modern

country. As a result a struggle has occured between the re-

ligious parties and the secular parties.

It is this struggle that the paper will address itself.

It will examine |he struggle between the years 1948-1967,

with the contention that between these years t.he religious

parties fought to preserve if not expand Judaism in the

state. It did so by its position in the government and by

its relationship with the Labor party. Secondly, the pâper

will concern itsetf v¡ith the new role of the National Relig-
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ious Party after the Six DaY

upon by a change in the NRP,

Day War.

War. A new position

and by the results of

brought

the Six

As the Six Day War was very important not only to the Re*

ligious Parties but also to the general political climate in

Israel, the paper will give a brief summary of the war.
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Chapter I

ZIONISM AND THtr RISE OF RELTGIOUS ÀND POLTTICAL
PARTI ES

I f I were to sum up the Basle Congress Ín a

- v¡hich I would not dare make public - I would
I created the Jewish State.l

-Theordor Herzl , at the f i rst Z ion i st
BasIe, 1897.

single phrase
say; in Basle

Congress,

To Orthodox Jews, the Return to Israel would come only

through Divine intervention and would be the prelude to an

era cf universal peace and justice. However, this did not

stop minority opinions which believed the Return as coming

about through the Divine f,f i I1 operating in what would appear

as normal historical processes. Nor did it prevent self-ap*

pointed Messiahs from arising from time to Lime in attempts

to lead the people back to their ancestral- homeland. A1-

though Jewish law expected people to live in the Holy Land,

believing such an act as a good deed, the false Messiahs

were rarely accepted by the Jewish communities and were soon

f orgotten .

I Howard M. Sachar, A History of Israel (New York, Àlfred
À"Knopf, 1976), p.46
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However, by the earlY

2

part of the nineteenth century,

place in Europe that would be-profound changes were taking

gin to awaken the traditiolraÌ yearning for the Return and

give it a nationalistic turn. Rabbi.ludah Alkalai and Rabbi

Zvi Hirsch KatiScher, who har¡e been called the forerunners

of Zionism began to urge fel-Iov¡ Jews to Lake action to ef-
Darchei Noam (Pleasantfect their Return. In his textbook,

paths), ÀlkaIai alluded to the need of establ-ishing Jewish

cofonies in the Holy Land as a necessâry prelude to the Re-

demption. In his later writiñ9s, including Sh'ma Yisrael-

(Hear, O I sraet ) in 1894, Àfkalai observed that self-effort

toward this ctimactic physical and spiritual achievement was

justified by the very "proof texts" of tradition.2 After all

the Cabalah hinted that the struggle of devoted Jewish com-

mon people everywhere would precede the coming of the

ah. In his booklet, Minchat Yehuda, (rhe offering

dah) , issued in '1843 Àlkalai declared;

It is written in the Bible "Return, O Lord, unto
the tens of thousands of the families of Isra-
e1". . . IsutJ upon what should the Divine presence
rest? On sticks and stones'/ Theref ore, as the
initiat stage in the redemption of our souls, we
must cause at least 22,000 to return to the Holy
Land. This is the necessary precondition for a
descent of the Divine Presence among usi after-
ward, He will grant us and all Israel additional
signs of His favor.3

2 Ibid.,
3 i bid.

messl-

of Ju-

p.6



During his remaining thirty-f ive years,

to publish his ideas, and in lhe end he

Palestine as art example to others.

3

AlkaIai continued

himself settled in

Closely f ollowing Alkalai's views \^ras the Orthodox Rabbi

Zvi Hirsch Kalischer. Serving a large congregation in the

PoIish-speaking city of Thorn, East Prussia, he enjoyed a

substantial following. In 1843, Kalischer published his

views in a two-volume work encitled Emunah Yishara (en Hon-

est Faith), and, in 1862, completed his presentation 1n a

f inal volume, Drishat Zion (fhe Search for Zion ) . Three

principal- arguments were developed in these writings. First,

the sal-vation of the Jews, as f oretold by the prophets 
'

could bake place through naturaL means, that is by self-

help, and did not require the advent of the Messiah. Sec-

ondo the colonization of Palestine should be launched with-

out delay. Third, the revival of sacrifices in the Holy Land

vras permissible. "Pay no heed, " he wrote,

to the traditional view that the Messiah will sud-
denly loose a blast on the Great Shofar and cause
all the inhabitants of the earth to tremble. On

the contrary, the Redemption wiII begin with the
generating of support among philanthropists and
wittr the gaining of the consent of the nations to
the gathering of the scattered oÍ Israel into the
Holy Land. a

Like AlkaIai, Kalischer believed that the Creator would hear

their prayers and speed the Day of Redemption only when the

many pious ancl learned Jews volunteered to live in Jerusa-

lem.

4 r bid. , p.7
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Atthough labelted a heretic by some of his colleagues'

Kalischer urged the formation of a society of rich Jews to

undertake the colonization of Zton. Their goals would be for

Jews of all backgrounds to settle in the Holy Land; the

training of young Jews in self-defence; and the establish-

ment of an agricultural school in the Iand of Israel where

Jews might learn farming and other practical subjects. Ka1-

ischer answered his critics by calling his work "practical
messianism", which was appealing enough to win over a small

but inftuenÈia1 group of contemporaries who joined him in

founding a "Society of the Colonization of the Land of Isra-

e1. " Through Kalischer, a renowned French Jewish philanth-

ropist provided the initiaL subsidy for a Jewish agricultur-

aI schooL in the Holy Land called Lhe Alliance Israelite

Universelle.

However, AlkaIai and Kalischer received a cool reaction

to their Zionist vision for a number of reasons. First,

their appeal for settlement in PaLestine was never based on

physical need, and therefore v¡as more symbolic than practi-

cal, Secondty, there was an underlying OrLhodox hostility

towards the Rabbis that they were "forcing the end." Final-

fy, their writings or anybody else's would drown in the sea

of mid-nineteenth-century liberalism, âo era that inspired

almost universal opbimiSm on the future of Jewish emancipa-

tion in Europe.
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Even bef ore Àlkalai and I'tal i scher , France' S General AS-

sembly in 1792 had granted equality to all Jews in France.

There v¡ere r:oughly 40 , 0C0 Jews in France, and thei r newly

granted equality was not due to their popularity in the

Christian state.5 It was a growing rationalism that already

had spread through the nation and would only be rendered le-

gitimate i f applied without distinction to all Lhe inhabi-

tants of the land. Both the Revolutionary government and

Napoleon, its Successor, believed that France could no long-

er sustain itself as a great power if it held onto the rel--

ics of corporativism, including the ghettoized autonomy of

the Jews. Certainly there vrere to be dividends to be ac-

crued from the unlocked mobility of Jewish wealth and enter-

prise. In exchange for these rights, Napoleon expected cer-

tain commitments in return. He demanded specific assurances

that rabbinical jurisdiction in Jewish civil and judicial

affairs would stop, and that the Jews would turn their backs

forever on their separate nationhood' not least abandoning

their traditional hope for redemption in Palestine. NapoIe-

on received his assurances. The Jews declared that rabbini-

cal laws would be applied exclusively to religious matLers

and practice. Also that their first allegiance was to

France. They dectared French Jews "no longer formed a na-

tion" and that they had renounced their dream of collective

exodus to the ancestral Land of Israel.

5 Ibid", p.3.
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Although the Jev¡s oÍ western Europe those emancipated

by the Revolutj.on - numbered scarcely half a million in

1807, and roughly three-quarters of a million fifty years

later, they represented the "aristocrats" of Jewish life.6

By mid-century, they were free to build homes, Lo travel, to

engage in business, and to practice their professions as

they chose. In their hearts they were certain they had

achieved the equality they sought, and they had shovrn them-

selves to be public-spirited citizens and loyal- comrade*in-

arms.

To guard what they had achieved, W€stern Jews, in the

United States and trurope atike, began to accept the emerging

nineteenth-century consensus that loyalty to a nation state

was incompat.ible with pluralism in culture. They began to

Crop the traditional allusions to Zion in their ritual ob-

servances, and instead spoke of a miraculous "end of days,"

or of an era of "universal brotherhood."

However, for the Jews of Eastern Europe, who represented

nearly seventy-five per cent of world Jewry in 1850, life

did not offer the l-uxuries that the Western Jews had. The

largest number of Jewish "Easterners" v¡ere to be found in

Russia, where they comprised some 4 per cent of the Roma-

nov's empire, and were by far its most despised and op-

pressed minority. To the tsarist government, the Jews were

still rega'rded as 'Christ killers', v¡e1l poisoners, or aL

p 46 rbid
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best as usurious traders. They were cordoned off from Rus-

sian in a "Pale of Settlement" t-hat consi.sted essentially of

the newly annexed western provinces. There the Jews were

denied a share in local government, v¡ere restricted in their

opportunities for a livelihood, and their children were sub-

ject to subr-le conversionary pressures in the army and the

"Crown" school system. Howe,ver' the more oppressive the

governmedl became, the more tightly the Jews maintained

Lheir religious and communal tradition, their unique diet

and dress, and their Hebrew worship and Yiddish vernacular.

And while the memory of the ancestral homeland was fading

for Jews in Western Europe, Zion functioned as a binding

integument for the Jews of Eastern Europe and Russia. East

European Jews would fast on the ninth day of the Hebrew

month of Av, commemorating the destruction of Solomon's tem-

p1e. Three times a day they prayed for the restoration of

Jerusalem. with each Jewish festival and holiday celebrat-

ed, the Jews continued to nourish the return to Eretz-Israel
(land of Israel).

However, Russian Jews did gain some relief with the ac-

cession to the throne of Àl-exander II in 1856. Alexander

reversed his predecessorts measures; he freed forty million

serfs, ended a twenty-f ive year military conscription for

Jews and opened schools and universities to them.7 Àlong

7 Amos Elon, The Israelis. (Harmandsworth, Penguin, 1971),
p.51
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with this more Jews were allowed to move into the Russian

interior and participate i.n a new scheme of local govern*

ment. Thus a new Jewish middle class began to arise in Ga-

lacia and along the border areas of the FaIe of SettLement,

and in the port ci-ty of odessa. with this new found freedom

ancJ fresh opportunities the Jewish bourgeoisie nol¡ asked

themselves, like their feIIow Jews in Western Europe years

earl ier, i f the t ime .had come to drop the str ict chains of

Jewish education, and modernize themselves by movi.ng into

more usefuf and dignified livelihoods. This secufarist

awakening is known in Jewish history as the 'Haskalah', the

mid-nineteenth century period of east European Jewish "en-

Iightenment. " For Judah Leib Gordon, the great Haskalah

poeL, there was much to be gained from discourse with the

surrounding Gentile popuiation. Gordon argued;

Be a Jew at home and a man in the street, . . . in the
Haskalah's most radical credo - that is observe
one's traditions in the privacy of household and
synagogue/ but live a hearty, "normaI" Russian
life in the outer world. s

Haskalah literature de-emphasized the traditional messi-

anic yearning for Zion and instead highlighted the virtues

of cultural- emancipation and secular activity. Yet Jewish

humanism was responsible for a number of features that. later

were absorbed into the mainstream of ZionisL ideology. For

instance, Haskatah literature emphasized the merits of phys-

ical labor in the fields and factories. This concept was

I Sachar, sp cit., p.8
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later to become the very foundation of Labor Zionism.

Haskalah also revitalized the Hebrew language. Until mid-

century, Hebrew was only found in the synagogue and the re-

ligious school-s. Yiddish remained the daily vernacular of

east European Jewry. The writers of the Jewish enlighten-

ment revived Hebrevr as their vehicle of expression. It

served to differentiate them from the Yiddish-speaking pro-

letariat. Yet the main reason was ethnocentric; the wriLers

did not want the Jews to become educated Jewish Russians but

enlightened Russian Jews av/are of the treasured values of

Lheir heritage.

As liberalism and the emphasis on the role of the indi*

vidual spread throughout the communities of Russian Jews,

Zi.on became more of a mythic idyl1. Biblical Palestine was

projected as the terrain of ancient glory, inhabited by ro-

bust farmers and soldiers, by epic heroes and men of action,

Yet when it seemed that Haskalah would continue on uncon-

tested, there grew a concern that Haskalah was getting too

big t,o handle. Many thought that the "Jev¡ish enlightenment"

would divert the neh' generation of secularly educated Jews

f rom a basic identif ication with thei.r peoplet s f ate and

fortunes. This cautionary theme was echoed chiefly by Perez

Smolenskin. Smolenskin, a White Russian Jew and the found-

er-editor of the Hebrew literary monthly Hashahar (fhe

Dawn), feared that Haskalah extremism was inducing thousands

of Jewish humanists to reject their ancestral loyalties. He

stated that western European conception of Judaism as a re-
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ligious confession was bankrupt, along with the concept of

the duality cf the Jew * "in the home" and "irl the street."

Smolenskin asserted that the tíme had come to prepare for

the moral, even political, resurrection of the Jewish people

as a national entity. To do this, he believed that all

methods were legitimate in suStaining the nationaJ idea, not

excLuding the physical colon j-zation of the Land of I srael.

Smolenskin was the first to effectively argue against the

current Hasl<alah illusion that secular modernism, fâttrer

than national revival, was somehow the answer to the .iewish

problem in Europe"

If Smolenskin had started a natj-onalistic awakening, then

Moses Hess, the son of an Orthodox Jewish family, continued

iL. Through his travels and readiñ9s, particularly Kalisch-

er and the Ttalian nationalist Mazzini, Hess wrote his most

famous book- Rome and Jerusalem. In it he stated that his

origiual cosmopolitan vision of a single homogeneity of na-

tions was outdated. He believed that the Jews of Europe

would always remain strangers among the nations. The na-

tions may emancipate the Jews out :f a sense of humanity,

but they would never respect the Jews. s Rome and Jerusalern

anticipated the writings of Ber Borochov and of other Labor

Zionists, for example, by asserting that t.he return to Isra-

e1 would be the only way to shed their function as a histor*

ical anomaly. Two decades before Pinsker, Hess issued a

Hertzberg, The
p,121 .

s Arthur
1959).

Zionist Idea. (Doubleday, New York,
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warning that a nationaf homeland offered the Jews their last

chance of self-transformation into a "normal people."

Whatever freedom the Jews of Russia gained was soon to be

lost. In the 1860's and .1870's, Slavophilism, a fusion of

Byzantine Orthodoxy and Great Russian nationalism, gained

momentum in the tsarist empire. Alexander iII's accession

to the throne in 188.1 marked the beginning of extreme chau-

vinist oppression in modern Russian hisLory. The new tsar

believed that ethnic minorities in Russia were obstacles to

his autocracy. Committed to national homogeneity as the

f oundat ion of imper ial povrer , the non-Russian races - FoJ-es,

Estonians, Latvians, Finns, Armenians' among others - suf-

f ered under his rul-e.

l.lumbering approximately five million by 1897, the Jews

remained by and large in their PaIe of Settlement. The Tsa-

rist regime viewed the Jev¡ish community as organizers of

counter-revolution. Thus a program of officially inspired

pogroms spread throughout the dense Jewish hj-nterland of

southern Russia and the Uk'raine. A year later a government

committee stated that the liberal policies of ALexander lI

had failed, and that harsh measures were now in order

against Russian Jewry. These measures were to be called the

"May LawS". The laws closed all further rural areas to Jew-

ish settlement and restricted enrollment of Jewish students

in Russian high schools and universities. Jews were uproot-

ed from their professions and drawn from the countryside

into city s1ums. As a result of this oppression and of de-
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veloping industrial izalion, the economic base of Russian

]ife was soon all but fatally undermined. The "May Laws",

and the pogroms of 1881-82 served to shatter any further

dreams that Russian Jewry woul-d achieve eguality under tsa-

rist ru]e. To escape the hardship, many woul-d embrace Jew-

ish socialism. Others belreved that the Uni.ted States would

be the only safe country to which to flee. Even Smolenskin,

the greatest figure of Haskalah, now abandoned hiS earlier

conception of the Jews as a uniquety "Spiritual" nation and

called for mass emigration to Pal-estine. This'watershed'

of 1881 caused the Jewish population to undertake a rigorous

'scientif ic' analysi.s of the Jewish corrdition.

The first of them to do this was Leo Pinsker. Like Smo-

lenskin, Pinsker believed that the Jews could achieve cuL-

tural self-expreSsion within a pluralistic Russia. However

after an anti-Jewish outbreak in his hometown of Odessa,

Pinsker withdrew from all Jewish public activities. During

his exile he wrote his lengthy essay entitled Auto-emanc Ípa-

tion. His main theme vras that normal dealings between peo-

ples were founded on mutual respect and it was unlikely the

Jews ever could be accorded such respect for they lacked its

prerequisite of nationaf eguatity. The Jewish people did

not have a home and because of this were often looked upon

as a "phantom people.rr Thus they inspired fear and preju-

dice where-ever they travelled. The solution to the Jewish

condition, Pinsker insisted, lay not through errlightenment

assímilation, dispersion or Jewish ultra-patriotism, but
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through a concerted attempt by all Jews to restore a

national homeland of their own. What made Pinsker's obser-

vations 'scientificr was that he attached no especial senti-

mentaÌ importance to Pal-estine. "The piece of land might

form a small territory in North Àmerica, or a sovereign

Pashlik in Asiatic Turkey... "10

By the late 1870's, several years before the pogroms of

188.1 , Zionist study circles and clubs had begun to f unctiorr

in hundreds of the Pale's cities and towns. They were gen-

erall-y known as Chovevei Zion * Lovers of. Zion. Their com:

mon ingredient vras acceptance of the credo "that there is no

salvation for the People of Tsrael unfess they establish a

government of thei r o\.¡n in the Land of I srael. " 1 I Some of

the cl-ubs offered courses in Hebrew language and history,

while others established choirs, gymnastic and self-defense

organizations. Yet alI the meetings were conducted in se-

cret, for Zionism was illegal in the tsarist empire.

Leo Pinsker became the. Ieader of the growing Zionist

movement and in 1884 summoned a national conference of the

various Chovevei Zion societies. To circumvent the Russian

authorities, the meeting vfas convened in Kattawitz, a German

city. The conference, with its thirty-four delegates,

reached agreement that financing Jewish settlements in Pal-

estine s¡as their first priority. Only in the Land of Israel

1 o Sachar

11 Ibid.,

op cit.

p.16.

p" 15.
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could the people be transformed into a viable society and

nat ion.

By the 1890's, the Zionist movement began to make head-

way. Groups began to take rooi in Germany, England, and in

the United Slat.es. Thus Zionism began to take on different

meanings. Zionism strengthened its bonds with the Orthodox

by adopting as its own symbols a number of traditional Jer+-

ish hoLidays, those rnemorializing heroic moments in Jewish

history. While flight from persecuticn offered the key to

Jewish survival af ter 188.1 , the Jewish religious leadership

tended to view immigration to Palestine more favorabLl' than

flight to other countries.

To the Jews of Eastern Europe, Zionism meant a chance to

escape the persecution of Russia. For the Jews of the West,

Zionism offered a way out of the frustration and disappoint-

ment encountered with the failure of emancipation. Along

with a conservative reaction to liberalism, Jews StilL

fought for the ideals of the EnlightenmenL.l2

Theodore Herzl woutd eventually lead the Zionist move-

ment. He came in at a time when the Jewish people were

looking for a leader to deliver them from the widespread

persecution. Às a vehicle, he had a sma1l but strong Zion-

ist organization. Yet Herzl did not enter into the Jewish

problem of his own free wi1l, instead an incident would

Shimshon i ,
1982) , p.1 3

1 2 Daniel
Press,

T srael i Democra (New York, Free
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change his life and that of the Jewish people.

Herzl was born in 1860 in Budapest, the son of an afflu-

ent banking famil-y. He was taught devoutly to cherish the

opportunities of Hapsburg citizenship. His parents aLtended

the Liberat (P.eform) temple each week and observed the major

Jev¡i sh fest ivals . Yet hi s own ambi t ions and those of hi s

parents were to excel- in the realm of German culture. A1-

tl:ough he rece ived hi s doctorate of jur i sprudence j-n 1 884 ,

he soon abandoned law and became a journalist. This was his

first love, and he became an instant success. By 1891,

Herzl reached the position of PariS correspondent for the

Neue Freie Presse, Àustria's leading newspaper. In Paris he

became increasingly,interested in the Jewish question. Dur*

ing his university days he accepted the liberal notion that

religious and racial prejudices would ultirnately vanish in

an enlightened age. However, with the increasing volume of

ani"t-Semitic writings, especially of Eugen Duhring in Germa-

ny and Edouard Drumont in Paris, Herzl began to pay more at*

tention to anti-semitism in the French capital. He began to

search for an answer to this social ilIness. At first he

believed "a voluntary and honorable Imass Jewish] conversion

to Christianity" would cure the iIlness. l 3 However he soon

rejecLed this notion. He also rejected"the notion of a pro-

to-Zionist solution, a theme he first encountered in La

Femme de Claude by the young Dumas. It would be the infa-

1 3 sachar, cp cit., p"38.
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mous Dreyfus affair that woul-d change HerzI's mind.

Alfred Dreyfus was a French Jewish army captain. FIe was

accused of having sold military secrets to the German mili-

tary attache in France. The charge was bad enough, Yet when

imputed to a Jew its importance at once became magni-fied a

thousandfold, Because of the deep fear the French had of

Germany, t.he anti-Semites played upon this fear of invasion

to increase the hatred of the Jews. The conviction and pun-

ishment of one of them would bar the door of the army

against further Jewish ambition.

Dreyfus was convicted even before he was tried. The

charge of treason was based upon the discovery by the French

Intelligence Office of an anonymous letter, known as the

bordereau. Although the writing resembled that of Dreyfus,

it probably woutd have been di.smissed in the case of a non-

iewish suspect. l4 With the admission of circumstantial evi-

dence, and the testimony of those who prostituted their

calling to give unfavorable testimony, Dreyfus v¡as found

guilty and sentenced to tife-imprisonment. ls

14

15

Max Raisin, À History of the Jews in Modern Times. (New
York, Hebrew Publishing Company, 1923). p.66.

AIfred Dreyfus was not Euilty of the charge of treason.
The man responsible was Major Esterhazy. Yet Dreyfus
spent five years on Devil's Island, until the Supreme
Court annulled the sentence of 1894 and ordereci a new
trial. A second trial was necessary in the eyes of the
judges as a means of saving the French army from disgrace
and the republic itself from the danger of civil war.
The second trial was a veritable mockery of justice.
Dreyf us t¡as convicted a second t ime. However he was of -
fered a pardon on the condition that he refrain from ap-
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For Herzl the turning point came when Dreyfus was led

amongst the mob, amidst anti-Semitic shouts of "Death to the

traitor!" and "Judas" "Dirty Jew!" No longer could HerzI

ignore the anti-Semitism thaL was prevelant in French and

European society. For Herzl assimilation had failed and by

1 895, the Zionist idea took form in his mind.

A year later, he wrote Der Judenstaat. The title has

been transl-ated as The Jewish State, and was Herzf's potiti-

cal solutic'n to the Jewish problem. Fierzl started with the

premise that hatred of Jews was a fact of life. The Jewish

question was neither social or religi.ous, f or Herzl it was a

national- question that would have to be transformed into a

political world question.16 "We are a people one peo-

Þle. r'1 z This was Herzf's central thesis. The fact was that

assimilation had failed and would always faiL. Thus the

only soiution would be an exodus to a land of their own.

Herzl believed that Europe would cooperate with the Jews.

He asserted that there would be an inner migration of Chris-

tian citizens into the positions abandoned by the Jews' The

outflow would be slow and gradual, and would end anti-Semi-

tism.18

pealing to the Supreme Court
By 1906, a final decision
France had cleared away many
court cleared Dreyfus of all
in the army with full honors

for a revision of his trial.
$¡as reached. By thi s t ime
of the old prejudices. The
guilt, and he was reinstated
and the title of Major.

l6 sacher, sp cit., p.40"

17 ibid.
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Two organs would be created, the "Society of the Jews"

and the "Jewish Company." The first would Serve as legal

representatives of the idea, the latter aS a hoJ-ding company

with a share capital of fifty million pounds to be provided

by wealthy Jews. The emigration to the Jewish land would

take decades, yet once established the Jews would oevelop

their country on the latest scientific, technical and social

pr inc iples .

Herzl's Zionism was not a new concept Pinsker had written

in the very same way fifteen years earlier. What made Herzl

unique was the optimistic liberal faith that the powers of

Europe could be "persuaded" to support the establishment of

a Jewish state and guarantee its Sovereignty. This was the

politi.cal dimensj.on which had been lacking in !h. Russian

movement. Thus Herzl had found "political" Zionism aS com-

pared to "practical" Zionism. Herzl made no distinction be-

tv¡een the "JewiSh" Jew of Russia and the assimilated Jew of

Western Europe. "we are a people - one people"¡ his words

expressed a universal stteep of vision that emerged more

naturally from Western Humanism than from a devout but insu-

l-ar Russian Jewish traditionalism.

Àcting

the first

upon the success of his proposals, Hetz1 convened

Zionist Congress in 1897 at Basle. The confer-

which 'dere assembled delegates from communities theence,

wor 1d

at

over, dectared that "the aim of Zionism is to create

18 r bid.
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people a home in Palestine securecl by public

The Congress set up an executive committee, known as the

"Greater ActiOnS COmmittee". For HerzI, the CongreSS meant

his fi.rst intimate contact with east Europearr Jewry. Far

from being the culturally deprived souls he had imagined,

many of the Russian delegates were doctors, lawyers and

scholars. He lfas impressed by their moral stature as well.

The Congress gave powerful impetus to Zionist propaganda

throughout the v¡orld. Hundreds of societies were formed to

augnìent the o1d Chovevei Zion groups in affiliation with the

Zionist Organizatiorr. The Congress was convened annually up

to 1901 and thereafter biennially except in time of war to

discuss broad policy directions.

It was politicaL Zionismf nurtured by the social ideas

and movements of nineteenth-century Europe and born of the

misery, pogroms and social distress of the Jews in Europe'

that would be the catalyst for change. The Jews of Eastern

Europe were made the scapegoats of al1 discontent and polit-

ical unrest in Europe. Every year, Jewish men' women and

children lost their lives in government sanctioned pogroms,

It was t.his anti-semitism and the failure of the Jews to as-

History of Israel (Hew York, Prae-1 e Noah Lucas, The
ger Publishers,

Modern
TÐTI p.31.
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similate into Western European societY, that urged Herzl to

demand a refuge for his people. His argument was based on

political and economic conditions, but never linked with re-

ligious sentiment. OnJ-y v¡hen his plans f or such a iand of

refuge in other parts of the world had come to fruition did

he fix his gaze upon Palestine. The FirsL Zionist Congress

in BasIe laid the organízaLionai framework and based its

claim to Palestine on political arguments.
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The Rise of PoliticaI Parties.

The development of Israel's political parties can be

traced back io the pre-State era or what is called the

'Growth of the Yishuv"'20 Jewish immigration to Palestine

came in a series of waves. trach new wave of immigration

(aIiya) brought a differeni social character and political

ideology.

The First ,\1iya, during 1882-1903, brought some 20'000 to

30,000 immigrants from Eastern Europe.2lThe nevl immigrants

founded a number of agricultural col-onies (moshavot). How-

ever, Lhey soon discovered the hardships of a largely unset-

tled country. Although they were assisted by Baron Roths-

child's philanthropic enterprise, they v/ere also forced to

abide by the rufes of his French-Jewish officials whose out-

look was alien to theirs. As a result progress was slow;

20 The Yishuv was the
the founding of of
be broken down into
of the New Yishuv.

Jewish community in Palestine before
the State of Israel. Generally it can
the per iod of the Ol-d Yi shuv and that'

The Old Yishuv was maintained by Jewish charity funds
raised in the Diaspora. The community lived a strictly
relígious way of life, and had no interest in developing
institutions of self-government. It was divided into Se-
phardi and Ashkenzai communities, which had little con-
Lact with each other. Each community maintained its own
religious and charitable institutions.

The pioneers of the New Yishuv regarded themselves
primarily not as members of a religious community but as
part of a national entity. They sought to develop a Jew-
ish community in Palestine thal would not depend upon
charity but would be self-supporting and productive.

21 Eva Etzioni-Halevy, Political Culture
York, Praeger Publishers, 1977), p.4.

in Israel (¡¡ew



demoralized and frustrated, they waited.

The Second Aliya, composed of 35, 000 to

1904-1915.

22

40,000 immig-

Arrivi.ng inrants, reached the country betv¡een

Palesline in 1907 / one settler wrote

There are few things sadder to imagine than the
state of mind of the o1d colonist... The older
generation had grown weary and sul-Ien with the la-
bor and toil of a quarter of a centuryf without
the faintest hope for the future or the slightest
enjoyment of the present; the younger generation,
brought up in French schools, wished but one
thing, namely to feave agriculture, which could
not provide their parents with a secure living,
and to find a better occupation in the outside
world. 2 2

Most of the newcomers !,Iere young intellectuals f rom Rus-

sia who fled the October Revol-ution of 1905. Influenced by

the socialist trends of the Revolution, they strongly re-

jected the colonial-capitalist l-earnings of the first set-

tlers and their exploitation of Arab labor. Instead they

advocated socialist-Zionism, Jewish self-labor and "pioneer-

ing", which implied a willi.ngness to physicalty work the

land, and to make personal- sacrifices in order to further

its development. Àmong the labor-Zionists of the second al-

iya v¡ere many of whom would become Lhe builders of the

state. David Ben-Gurion (1886-1973) tsrael's first prime

minister; Yitzhak Ben-Zvi (1885-1962) tfre second President

of the state; and Joseph Sprinzak (1884-1958) first speaker

of the Knesset.

22 Sachar, qp cit., p.72.
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Labor-Zíonism was the name for a group of doctrines at-

templing to synthesize socialism and Zionism. It was the

main ideological trend governing Jewish settlement efforts

in Palestine. The original theorists and creators of this

movement were Nachman Syrliin (1867-1924) and Ber Borochov

(1881-1917).

The problem with Zionism was that it lacked the tools for

mass involvement. The Jewish masses tended to look on the

Zionists as romantics or at least representatives of bour-

geois sentiment. with the f ail-ure of practical- zionism in

Palestine and politicalization of the movement under HerzI,

Lhe Jewish masses became disillusioned with Zionism. Às it

became more ideal i st ic and l-ess concerned with¡ improvement,

for Jews within European society, Zionism came into direct

conflict with the Jewish proletariat's perceived interest.23

Tt v¡as in this context lhat the ideas of socialisL-Zionism

were formulated to increase invofvement of Zionism for the

masses and to broaden the appeal of the movement beyond its
pr imary middle-c lass const i tuency .

Àlthough influenced by Marx, Syrkin's theory was more hu-

manitarian than Marxian and was addressed specifically to

the solution of the Jervish problem. Syrkin attributed anti*

Semitism to the class struggle and believed that only a

classLess society could solve Lhe Jewish problem. There-

fore, Jews should join the socialist movement. Yet Syrkin

23 Lucas, gp cit", p.35.
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believed lhat the socialist, movement in Europe would fail,

ancl so he urged the Jews to participate in the struggle for

nationaf independence as welt as revol-uiicnary socialism.

The masses should noi- be discouraged that the national

struggle wâs led by bourgeois eLements, since the proletari*

at had the most to gain from tire Success of Zionism. Syrkin

believed that Zionism would only succeed as a political

movemerìt if it incorporated a profound measure of social

idealism. This idealism would open the doors of participa-

tion for all Jews regardless of their class standing.

Borochov, oo the other hand, sought to extend Marxian

theory into the Jewish problem. His contribution to Lhe ev-

olution of l-abor-Zionist ideology falls into two parts. The

first was a general theory of nationalism and an application

of that theorlz to the case of the Jev¡s. To deal with na-

tionalism, Borochov introduced a new concePt, "conditions of

production", Supplementing the more familiar "relations of

production". By conditions of production he meant the total

historical, geographical and anthropological setting in

which refations of production arose. 24 For Marx, relations

of production determined the class struggle, while the con-

ditions of production determined national struggles. Under

normal conditions of bourgeois development, hâtional con-

flicts tended to obscure class antagonisms. However' under

abnormal conditions, such as when a nation v¡as subjugated

24 Ibid. , p.36.
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(as in the case of colonial peoples), the proletariat of

that nation lacked a territory or strategic base from which

to vrage the clasS struggle. Thus¡ under tirese conditions

the nat ional consc iousness of the prol-etar ial would ar i se

before class consc iousness.

Borochov then applied this to the Jewish probJ-em. He ar-

gued that the Jewish proletariat as a subjugated nation, had

no base from which to wage a class struggle. As a result,

they would have to emmigrate, and only to a place v¡here they

could enter all branches of production. His choice of Pal-

estine was based on the fact that he perceived Palestine as

a country nobody wanted, and as the only land which offered

the 'proper conditions' for Jewish settlement.

He believed that the Àrabs of Palestine were Turkish sub-

jects with no national consciousness as Palestinians. Yet

his sociatist theory obliged him to fit. the Arab population

into his scheme of development. The Àrabs would not be sub-

j ugated or colon i zed by the .Jews , but would be ass imi lated

to them economically and .cu1tura11y.

Borochov organ ized a coherent labor-Zionist movement

known as Poale Zion (vtorkers of zion), with branches Iinking

Several centers in eastern Europe. By the year 1900 the

movement had a membership of 19,000' The majority of these

were caught up in the European socialist movement and as a

result only a smal-l portion found their way to Palestine.
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There was one more leader who had a great inffuence on

the spirit and the course of the development of Israel. His

name was A.D.Gordon. Gordon r-e ject.ed Marx's doctrine of

class struggle anC formulated an idealistic theory of na-

tionalism in which social goals were subordinated to nation-

a1.25 He believed that the human spirit, expressed only

through nat ional- j. sm could release creat ive human energies.

Although the Jews had secured thei r survival, ñâtionalism

would not give them them a creative Iife Only through per-

sonal labor on the soil couid the individual- become free anC

a nation real ize its personality.

During this time, smalf political parties began to form.

This as a result of the two competing camps in Palestine.

Those who followed Gordon, were organized in Hapoel Hatzair

("The Young Worker"), and those who followed Borochov formed

the Palestinian branch of Poale Zion (Workers of Zion),

Both these parties were formed in 1905 and played a crucial

role in the Iives of the pioneers.

The Third Àliya arrived in 1914-1924, bringing an esti-

mated 35,000-40,000 newcomers from eastern Europe. À number

of events prompted this new migration, particuiarLy the is-

suing of the Balfour Declaration which injected new optimism

about the national future of Palestine. The Balfour Decla-

rat.ion made public on November 2, 1949, was a letter from

Arthur James Balfour, then British Foreign Secretary, to

25 lþid. , p.46 .
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Lord Rothschil-d of the British Zionis|, Federation. The Dec-

larat ion stated:

His l"Ía jestyrs Government views with f avour the es*
tablishment in PalesLine of a national home for
the Jewish people, and will use their best endeev-
ors to facilitate the achievement of this object,
it being clearly understood that nothing shall be
done l*hich may prejudice the civil and religious
rights of existing non*Jewish communities in Fal-
esiine or the rights and political status enjoyed
by Jews in any other countrY.26

Soon after the Declaration was made public the governments

of the united SlaLes, France, Ita1y and other pr inc ipat A1-

Even far-of f

fulfi.Ilment.
I ied Powers added thei r of f ic iaI commendat ion .

China and Siam offered their support for its

The revol-ution and civil war in Russia, as well as renewed

attacks upon the Jews Sent many to Palestine in search for a

better f uture.

What was un ique about the thi rd al iya v¡as the number of

committed labor pioneers. Of those who arrived in 1919t a

vast majority had been trained in the pioneer youth move-

ments in eastern Europe. Unlike the others, they had

planned their migration and prepared for it in every way

poss ible.

The importance of the Second and Third Aliya were that

they acted as a catalyst in the formation of the socio-po*

liticat patterns of the yishuv and of Israeli society. The

clash between the immigrants of the Second Àliya with the

Sachar,
1967 ) ,

A Historv of26 Howard M.
À. Knopf, p.367 .

the Jews (New York, Alfred



colonists of the First Aliya over

labor prompted those of the Second

rate labor part j.es and trade unions.

irnmigrants laid the foundation for

was to dominate the soc iaI structr-¡re

var ious po1 it ical entit ies.

2B

the question of Jewish

Aliya to estabiish sepa-

Both of these waves of

the labor movement that

of the yishuv, and its

The Fourth Aliya, 1921-1931, brought 70,000 immigrants to

PaIestine.2T Most of them came from Poland, where anti-Semi-

tism rather than Zionist enthusiasm forced them to leave.

The majority !ùere from middle-class backgrounds. Thus, they

brought capital into Palestine which in turn stimulated the

urban economy with the establishment of numerous small manu-

facturing concerns. Although the immigrants did not have a

impact on the socia] and cultural institutions or political

life of the Jewish community, they did lay the basis for the

Yishuv' s urban economy.

Approximately 200,000 reached Palestine during 1933-1939,

the Fifth À1iya. The majority were still from eastern Eu-

rope, but for the first time a significant minority began to

arrive from central Europe. Fleeing Nazi persecution, immi-

gration from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia continued

to increase until it reached its zenith, accounrinn for sev-

enty-one per cent of the annual Jewish immigration in

1939. 2 B

27 Sachar,

2B Ibid.,

A Hi story
p.180.

of !þe Jews " p. 1 54 
"
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The German-speaking immigrants were the most successful

in the history of the Yishuv. Committed, educated and rea-

sonably affluent, they managed to overcome any hardships in

Palestj.ne within a few years. Their maín contribution to

Pales'¿ine vras in the devel,opment of larger Jewish urban cen-

ters. Tel Aviv absorbed half the new immigrants; the number

of Jews living in Jerusalem rose from 53,000 in 1931 to

70,000 by 1935. During t,his time, a political spectrum was

forming in the Yishuv. It ran along a lef.L/riqht and relig-

iously observant/non-observant continua. Às a result three

political sectors developed: the left-of-center labor move-

ment, the center-right "citizens", and the religious groups.

Each of these was subdivided into moCerate and extremist

sectors. On the extreme left included the communists and

Poalei Zion Smol ( Zion's Workers-Left ) . The moderate left

included Hapoel Hai-zair (The Young Worker) and Poalei Zion

(Zion's Workers), and later Achdut Ha'avoda -which soon be-

came Mapai. The moderate center-right included the General

Zionists and the Progressives. The extreme right wing in-

cluded the Revisionists. The moderate religious sector in-

cl-uded Hamizrachi (neligious Party) and Hapoel Hamizrachi

(netigious Workers' Party). These two would eventually

merge to from the National Religious Party. The extreme re-

ligious sector included Àgudat Israel (Orthodox Religious

Party) and Poalei Agudat IsraeI (Orthodox Workers' Party).
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Of the three Sectors, the l-abor movement - most of whose

members and leaders were immigrantS of Lhe Second and Third

Aliya came to be the most pcwerful and inftuentiaL. Their

po!¡er v¡as the result of a number of f actors. Fi rst , because

of their large number they were beiter equipped to take

charge of the absorpL i.on of immigrants . The labor part ies

supervised the vocational and j.deological training of future

immigrarrts while they were stil1 abroad. Once they entered

Palestine, the party continued their politi.cal socj.alization

through unions, community services and membership in the

party. Thus they succeeded in incorporating Iarge number of

newcomers into their ranks. The center-right arrived lar'e

on the scene and did not have the political machinery to

keep abreast w i tl'r labor .

Secondly, many of those who came to Palestine' came with-

out adequate private means, and therefore were dependent

upon labor organizations. Those who had the money, the po-

tential adherents of center-right parties' were not depen-

dent upon the assistance of organized bodies, hence their

ties with the parties were more tenuous, and the parties

themselves more loosely organized.

AnoLher source of the labor movement t s strength may be

found in its ideology of pioneering socialist-Zionism' IL

stressed a cfassless society, the primacy of the collective

over the individual and favored publicly owned means of pro-

duction and collective forms of social-organization. The
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ideology seemed appropriate for the harsh conditions that

ini.tially prevailed in the country. It proved successful in

rnotivating the earl-y immigrants to fulf ii1 the various tasks

required for the development of the community. The center-

right did not succeed in presenting an al-ternative approach.

Its ideology of individualism and private enterprise was not

as attractive to the majority of the community. The labor

movement was also successful in disseminating its ideology

through the educational system. Thus the principles of col*

lectivist-socialist Zicnism became the dominant ideology of

the yishuv, and would prevail among most of the history of

I srael .
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The Oriqins of the Religious Part ies

ParalleJ-ing the rise of the la.bor movement and its accompa-

nying ideology was t.he develcpment of religious parLies.

Although only obtaining fifteen per cent or less of the pop-

ular vote in national elections, the religious parties have

played a crucial role in Israeli politics and society. The

historl' of the religious parties can be viewed as the un-

folding of a rather narrowly based interest group, defined

along ethnic and class l-ines that could not accommodate the

changing realities of post-independence Israel-. 2s

The rise of the religious parties can be traced back to

the First Basle Congress in 1897. Although most of the par-

ticipants at the congress were non-observant Jews, there was

a small group of East European religious Jews. However

their participation vras minimaL because of their concern

with the redemption of Israel and the place of Hebrew and

Jewish education in the zionist program. It can be said

that the questions of education and cufture acted as cata-

lysts in the development of religious factions in the World

Zionist Organization, f actions which r4¡ere the f orerunners of

the rel igious part ies of I srael . 3 o

2s Shimshon Zelniker and Michael Kahan,
Comparat ive Politics

"ReIigion and Nas*
(vol. 9, Oct. 1976),cent Cleavages"

p. 21 .

3o Gary S. Schiff,
State University

Tradi t ion
Press, 1977

and PoILtiqg (Detroít, wayne
T, p. ¡9.
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By the time of the seconc congress (in Basle, 1898) the

rel- igious Zioni st-s began to demand an answer on the organi-

zation's attitude and relationship to Jewish tradition.

tradition. What they wanted to hear was that there would be

no cultural guestions on the Zionist program, fearing that

any type of cultural activity would be inimical to religion.

However, .the of f icial response waS that the Zionist movement

regarded religion aS a personal matter and would take no po..

sition on it. This answer u¡as enough to pacify both the re*

Iigious and secular elements. However, in 1901 the fifth

Zionist Congress passed a resolution making educatj.onal work

compuJ-sory for Zionists. Fearing that this v¡as t.he begin-

ning of a wide spread secular movement the religious Zion-

ists organized a separate faction within the Zionist Organi-

zation called Mizrahj. or "spiritual Center". The religious

segment was joined by some non-religious leaders who advo-

cated a "purely politicat- zionism. r'

Between 1902 and 1904, Mizrahi was marked by conflict be-

tween the religious and the secular "pure political" groups

within the party. The potitical faction urged that Mizr-

ahi's purpose l¡as supervisory - lhat it should exclude cul*

tura1, educational, and alI non-political activites - from

the Zionist Organization, The religic'us group Stressed a

more positive approach now that the Pandora's box of "cul-

ture" had been opened, and urged that extensive religious
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educat ional-cultur¿r1 work by undertaken in Palest ine. 3 1

with the end of world war I, the World Zionist Organíza-

tion (WZO- r+hich was the umbrella organizatiorl for the Zion-

ist movement), st.arted a program to build up the Yishuv. It

encouraged the imrnigration of young workers rather than of

the middte cfasses from whose ranks Mizrahi had traCitional-

1y drawn mosi of its membership. Thus, during the Third Al-

iya, there was a large influx of young religious people

most ly f rom Po1ar¡d . Some had been member s of the Mi z rah i

youth movement, Tze'irei Mizrahi (Mizrahi youth). Influ-

enced by socialist thinkers and parties in eastern Europe,

they had begun to develop a synthetic ideology of religion,

nationalism and socialism known as Torah va-Avodah (forah

and Labor ) .

The immigrants received little moral or material support

from the national Mizrahi, which did not put a high value on

menual labor. Even its youth organization, which had under-

taken some manual projects, took a dim view of the new work-

er's organization. Thus, the new immigrants organized it-

self in the spring of 1922 into ha-Po'e1 ha-Mizrahi (The

Mizrahi Worker ) .

Ha-Po'e1 ha-Mi zrahi rejected the Marxian socialist

of class lrar for Palestine being advocated by some

Histadrut (General FeCeration of Jewish Workers).32

not i on

in the

Their

31 r bid.
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ideas of "Jewish SocialiSm" were derived from the democrat-

ic , utopian, non-violent, non-dialect ic , and non-dogmat ic

strand of sociaLism.33 Ha-Po'e1 ha-Mizrahi did not initiaJ-1y

aspire to become a political party. But it grew increasing-

ly dissatisfied with Mizrahi's representation of its inter-

ests in Yishuv and in Zionist political bodies. As jts

ranks continued to grow, it concluded that it needed its own

political organs to promote its distinct i.nterests.

Thus by the time of the Mizrahi world convention in 1926,

there were three Separate Mizrahi organizations - Mizrahi,

ha-Po'e1 ha-Mizrahi and ha-Mizrahi ha-Tzar'ei . 3 4 The impor-

Lance of this conference v¡as that it marked the beginning of

the religious groups'insistence on asserting religious laws

in the Yishuv. For instance, Mizrahi argued that rabbinical

councils be set up on the local level to maintain the local

rabbinate I r itual slaughter ( shehitah) , ritual baths

(mikva'ol), and the synagogue. Other demands regarding the

public religious character of the state-to-be, advocated by

Mizrahi was public observance of the Sabbath/ support for

32 The Histadrut was formed aS an independent organization;
it vras to be seperate from the parties but it Soon became
Labor's primary poliLical instrument and power base. It
'is now one of the most powerful organízations in Israel.
It's ranks include hired labor but also self*employed
persons such as farmers, members of kibbutzím, small
scale artisans and many more.

33 schiff, q cit., p.44.
34 Ha-Mizrahi ha-Tza'ir (rne Young Mizrahi )

youth organization that had renamed itself
it from ha-Po'eI ha-Mizrahi.

vras the older
to distinguish
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and autonomy of its religious school system, the institution

of Jewish jurisprudence, the establishment of a nation-wide

organization of rabbis, reLraction of the femal-e franchise

from the four "hoIy" cities (;eruSalem, Hebron, Tiberias,

and Saf ed), and raising the male '¿oting age f rom eighteen to

twenty-one. 3 5 The WZO only accepLed some of the <iemands put

forward by Mizrahi. When the Eighteenth Zionist Congress

re jected I'lizrahi' s demands f or Sabbath cbservat ion in set-

tlements located on Jewi-sh National Fund lands and for di-

etary law observance in public kitchens, and for excusing

workers of the Mandatory government of the Sabbath, Mizrahi

withdrew into opposition in the WZO. Although this move may

have been a victory for the secufar movement' it did nothing

more than delay an eventual clash between religious and sec-

ufar groups within Israel.

Àlthough in opposition, Mizrahi continued to present its

views on the emerging state. It presented its report at the

Geneva Conf erence of 1939. Rabbi t"teir Berlin, president of

the World Mizrahi Organi.zat ion, pref aced the Mizrahi program

by stating that "according to our Torah and our traditional

way of life we have no separate notions of nation and relig-
j.ous body (state and church). "36 This set up the f irst point

of the program, which Stated that "the constitution of the

Jewish state will be based on the law of the Torah." In or-

35 schiff, qp cit
36 Ibid., p.50.

Í p.48.
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der to make this a reali+-y, the program suggested the

establ-ishment of a council of religious experts on Jewish

religious law. The program also demanded the continuation

of the chief and ]ocaI rabbinates which would complete ju-

risdiction in all religious and personal questions, espe-

cially maÌ:riage and divorce; and that public institutions

funded by the state vrere to observe kashrut (¡ewish dietary

laws ) .

Mizrahi also had a program ior the non-Jewish minorities.

They were to be given "absofute freedom" to organize their

religious lives according to their own religious laws, but

only with government approval. Hebrew was to be the offi-

cial language of the state, and the Jewish Sabbath and holi-

days $¡ere to be the of f ic ial days of rest in the state .

Both Mizrahi and ha-Po'el ha-Mizralni saw the establish-

ment of the state as an historic moment fraught with great

religious significance. It justified their devotion to Zí-

onism, despite its secularist elements. Yet both groups re-

ali.zed that secular parties had rooted themselves in the

body politic of the state, and thus, their dream of a state

run by Torah law as well as the preservation of past

achievements in the institutionalizaLion of religion would

be difficult and gradual at best. They were to be heirs to

the tradition of participation, bargaining, and compromise

with the secular Zíonist parties.
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Af ter World War I I , the strength of l'íizrahi began to de-

cline. The decimation of European Jews Severely curtailed

the pool of potential immigrants which Mizraini and ha-Po'e1

ha-Mi.zrahi Lraditionall-y drew upon. Ha-Po'e1 ha-Mizrahi

souqht new members elsewhere, offering them services of a

comprehensive labor union and developing an ideology to acc-

limate t.hem. Mizrahi, on the other hand, conti.nued to rely

on the strength of financial resources¡ mostly in the United

States, to counterbalance the growing strength of ha-Po'eI

ha-Mizrahi. However, Mizrahi had failed to realized that

potfer in the state vras measured in terms of votes and vot-

ers. The era of the party notables had given way to Lhat of

the mass party.

Mizrahi was also losing hold of its chief asset, its in-

dependent educational system. Às the founding educators

greh' older and their numbers decreased, the younger teach-

ers, many of whom were members of ha-Po'el ha-Mizrahi' were

becoming a majority in the MizraÌi,i educational system.

Ha-Po'eI ha-Mizrahi was al-so better organized than Mizr-

ahi. The group had membership cards, regular dues deducted

from salary, frequent meeting, electionS of officers' a bu-

reaucracy to handle day-to-day affairs, Mizrahi. was not as

neatly organized, Fêlying on party notables to keep and at_

tract members.
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However, Mizrahi did retain a certain prestige as the pa-

rent party headed by the movement's distinguished rabbinical

leaders. 1t had been alloted one-third of the 62,5 per cent

of the total vote it shared with ha-Po'eI ha-Mizrahi in the

United Religious Froni (unr'), formed with Agudat and Po'alei

Agudat Yisrael (PAY) during the First Knesset elections.

However during the 1951 Second Knesset elections, when the

religior-¡s parties ran on their own ticket, ha-Po'e1 ha-Mizr-

ahi received onllz 6.8 per cent of the total national vote

and eight out of one hundred twenty Knesset seats, while

Mizrahi received a mere one per cent, enough for only two

l(nesset seats. sT

This poor showing coupled with the continueC absorption

of most of the religious immigrants by ha-Po'ef ha-Mizrahi,

left Mizrahi weak and isolated at a time when the most dif-

ficult battles over the role of religion in the new state

necessitated the unity of orthodox forces. Thus it was no

surprise that in .1 956 Mizrahi united with ha-Po'el ha-Mizr-

ahi to form Miflaga Datit Leumit (¡tafdal) which, translated,

means the National Retigious Party (Nnp).

There are t.*o other main religious parties - Agudat I sra-

el and Po'alei Agudat Yisrael (pay). whiLe the NRP can be

called a "party of participation", Àgduat lsrael and PÀY can

be called "parties of seperatism."3I Both these two parties

37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.

p.53.
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co-operate and compromise with the

By the turn r:f the century, orthodox Jews in western and

centraL Europe had becone a minorit1'. To defend themselves

against the powerful forces of secularism, religious reform,

and assimil-ation, many of lhem turned Lo communal separa-

tism. Àlthough Zionism was becoming more popular in western

Europe, most orthodox rabbis' saw Zionism as the epitome of

those forces which had breached the wall of traditional Jew-

ish life; secularism and assimilation.

Thus, when the Second Zionist Congress (1898) declared

questions of religion to be outside its purview, and when

the Fifth Congress ( 1 901 ) undertook "cultural" tasks, many

orchodox delegates left the World Zionist Organization. The

orthodox felt that. Zionism with its program of secular po-

litical nationalism was a form of national assimilation.

They concluded that this nationalism denied the religious

quality of the Jewish people. Thus, the orthodox group

formed Agudat Israel ("Society of Israe1") in the Summer of

i909; Compared to its Mizrahi partners, Àgudat Israel was

far more conservative and aggressively orthodox.. It did not

push any pioneering idealism, but concentrated largely upon

building yeshivot and fostering orthodox education.

Po'a1ei Àgudat

was founded in the

splinter from Àgduat I srael,

of Lodz, Poland in 1923. It
Yi srael ,

t,ext i 1e

a

city
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concerned itself with the protection of the eccnomic and re-

ligious interests of orthodox workers. The organization

afso undertook to combat the inroads that other iabor organ-

ízations, Jewish and non-Jewish, had made irrto the rankS of

orthodox workerS.3e PeY operated as an independent labor or-

ganization engaged, âfbeit on a smalfer scaIe, in the same

types of activities (such as labor exchanges and coopera-

tives) as the secular H j,stadrut and the rel-igious ha-Po'ef

ha-Mizrahi.

There are a number of conclusions Lhat can be drawn from

the history of the religious parties which assists in under-

standing the relationship between the secular and religious

forces. First, religious represenLation to the Jewish Zion-

ist Congress consLituted the pinnacle of religious Zionist

activity. The delegates, although in some general way were

representative of their communities, were never elected nor

strictly appointed to Serve as representatives. Their place

in the Congress was more or less "accepted" by virtue of

their religiosity or civic work in the Jewish community.

This unrepresentative structure was inherited Iater by the

religious parties themselves, and contributed to the inter-

nal difficulties they experienced.

More important was the fact that the religious Zionist

btoc did not expand with other religious leaders. Politi-

ca1ly the Oriental community was not regarded as an asset in

39 i bid , p.76.
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the perceiveo strugçIe between the religious bloc a¡rd secu-

1ar nationalists. For the secular movement, which waged its

struggle against the sritish mandatory powersf it was under-

stood that strength lay in numbers. Thus, it concentrated

much of their effort in ceaseless recruitment. Tire relig-

ious l-eadership, oñ the other hand, accepted implic itli' the

Zionist aim and the struggle against Britain and devoted its

energies to the struggle inside thea 0zionist They fought to

prevent the secufarization of Zionism by imposing a relig-

ious and spi.ritual framework on the movement. This allowed

the secular parties to sej.ze initiative in such critical

areas as the recruitment of Jewish youth for land settle-

ment, and the organization of parapolitical structures.

This left the religious leaders in a "reactive" position

vis-a-vis the secufar bloc. Thus, the relationship between

the two could be characterized as a "initiative" and "re-
sponse" interaction. This would be the start of fundamental

compromise by the religious Zionist leadership; acquiescence

with an essentially secular Jewish authority.

The consequences of this arrangement $ras the abandonment'

or at least the compromise of some orthodox precepts in re-

turn for a secular political commitntent that would recognize

and guarantee the preservation of most of the basic relig-

ious principtes. This relationship v¡as unacceptable to a

significant element in world Jewish orthodoxy which split

40 zelniker and Kahan, op cit., 9.25"
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v¡ j.th the main religious camp and laier f ormed Agudat I srael.

This split had many serious political consequences for the

ent i re movement. I t weakened the "moderate" bloc which

elected to remain within the Zionist camp. At the same time

it revealed the bloc's commitment to (secular) Zionism, and

thus sharply reduced its politicaf maneuverability vis-a-vis

the secular groups. At the same time, the spl-it reinforced

the essentially parochial character of those who remained

inside the national-ist movement. Taking its bearing from a

divine moral law and not f rom a "political el-ectorate", ihe

Leadership paid 1i.tt1e attention to orgânization and compe-

tition. They erected structures that were not anenabl-e to

swift political action and ideological change. Thus, while

the secular groups were operating as political machines, the

religi.ous groups (even after formally becorning parties) re-

tained a high degree of struclural rigidity and remained

largely single-issue organ ízations.

Politics within the Zionist Congress amplified the inter-

est group characteristics of the bloc. The religious lead-

ership, which fought to preserve the Jewish character of the

movement, concentrated much of its efforts on intra-Congress

politicking. o 1 Only by identif ying the secufar groups a,s

their adversary did the religious groups unite. Thus, t.he

decision to form a religious party was an attempt to bolster

the religious bloc's position within the movement, it was

41 i bid p,26.
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broader political objectives in

creation of the Mizrahi did Iit-

of the religious sector or its

the Zionist groups in ihe Con-

Àlthough Mizrahi was able to expand its field of opera-

tions and successfully organize new national branches in

central and r^¡estern Europe, it still- remained a party of

"notabfes" with little sense of political action. The re-

ligious bl-oc's inability to expand and consolioate its posi-

tion inside the Zioni.st movement is attributable to two fac-

tors; first, a lack of a clear plan for social acLion (in

Palestine); and second, the elitist style of those managing

the bloc's affairs in Palestine and the diaspora. Àt a time

when the secular parties were expanding their ranks, the re-

ligious leadership was content to pursue "ghetto-style' pol-

itics which ignored the need for a modern political- machine

and relied on face-to-face bargaining. More significantly,

the religious leadership failed to adopt the important soci-

o-political symbols of. zíonist activism as exemplified in

the pioneering rural settlement, the nationalization of the

Iabor force, oÍ in the underground work against the British

colonial government. Tnstead, it portrayed religious Zion-

ism with old-style orthodox civic work, which failed to at-

tract potential adherents. The inability to attract the re-

ligious voter entrenched the Mizrahi as a priestJ.y J-obby

within the secular nationalist movement.
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By the encl of the "1 930's, Mizrahi implicitly accepted the

Supremacy of the labor: camp. It remained close to the Zion-

ist establishment from which it exacted politicaL conces-

sions and recognition as a legitimate partner in the socia]-

ist a11i.ance within the movemenL. Hov¡ever, this

relationship was based jusc on political concessions and not

on ideotogical accord. In f act, Mizrah j. was mute on most

current issues which preoccupied the movement throughout the

1920's and 1930's. Even the party program, which proclaimed

the Mi zraini "a Zionist, national and religious federation

striving to build the national home of the Jewish people in

Palestine in accordance with the written and traditional

l.aws" was purposely vague. It produced considerable ambigu-

ity regarding the party's actual stand on such critical- is-

sues as the proposed binational state in Palestine, the

left's dominance in the Zionist executive, or Chaim Weitz-

man's leadership and policy stance.

Not only vrere the socialist parties functioning in a po-

litical manner, their actions were geared to a future in the

new state. The religious parties, on the other hand, failed

to prepare for the eventualities of the future state. Mizr-

ahi diverted few resources to building a political organiza-

tion in Palestine before the mid-1930's. Recruitment and mo-

bility into the inner circles of the party l-eadership were

slow. À weak party organization and.Iack of a clear program

frustrated Mizrahi's abitity to mobilize its potential share

of new immigrants to Palestine. While secular parties, even
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before 1948, were successful in i.nducing immigrants into

labor fold, the religious parties were sLow and unprepared.

Even the religious immigrants chose to join the non-relig-

ious part i-es. They did so not because they di f f ered ideolo-

gicall-y, but because they were lured by the promise of eco-

nomic or other material incentives.42 The religious parties

poor effort reflec.ts its parochialism as well as an inherent

ambivalence toward praclical zionism.

42 ibid p.28.
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T SRAEL' S POLT Ti CAL STRUCTURE

lsrael's electoral system is i¡ased on countrywide propor-

tional representation. The voters choose from among nation-

aI party ]ists on which the candidates are listed in order

of priority decided by internal party procedures. To win one

seat a party needs at least one per cent of the natíona]

vote. The 120 Knesset ( I sraef's parliament ) seats are dis*

tributed in proportion to the national vote. This system was

introduced in the prestate period with the intention of en-

abling every public and political group no matter how small

to be represented in order to prevent any drive for with-

drawal from the voluntary framework of the organized yish-

uv.43 this has presented Israel with a number of problems

that are just now beginning to emerge. It has resulted in

anywhere beLween ten to twenty part ies running in the

election. This abundance of parties has made it difficult at

times for the dominant party to form a coalition government.

The system has allowed in an extremist such as Rabbi Meir

Kahane. Needless to say if the one per cent v¡as changed to

five per cent, Kahane would not be a member of the KnesseL.

The Government
es2);-l:11 .

4 3 Gad Yaacobi,
Publishers, l
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of Israel (New York, Praeger
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AIl the government's in Israef's history have been coali-

tion governments since i¡'l no election has one party had a

majority of sixty-one seats or more. As a resuft the domi-

nant parties, those with the greatest number of seats, have

had to enter into coalition bargaining with the smaller par-

Lies to form a majority government. As a consequence the

smaller parties, especialty the National Religious Party

have acquired great political strength disproportionate to

their size. ÀJ-t.hough the strength of the religious parties

in the Knesset wiIl be discussed in length, âñ example is

required to illustrate the Point.

The 1977 elections lef t Menachem Begi.n' s Likud party with

forty-three seats, while the Labor Alignment gained fi.fty-

one. Before the government was formed, the Shlom Zion fac-

tion of Ariel Sharon had joined the r,ikud, now giving Begin

forty-five seaLs. In order for the Likud to form a govern-

ment it had to enlist the support of the smalÌer parties.

Put in the position of cabinet maker or breaker, the NRP

took the opportunity to put forward a number of conditions

upon their entry into the coalition. The Likud gained their

support and thus formed the government, while the NRP gained

their demands. It was agreed that (1) the Law of Return

would be changed to ensure that only conversions to Judaism

based on orthodox religious laws would be recognized, (2)

that the Anatomyand Pathotogy Law would be amended to add

further restrictions on the performance of autopsies, (3)

that government subsidies to religious institutions would
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increase and (4) that any women who decl-ared themselves

religious would be exentpt from military service with exami-

nation by "any committee or other factor. " 4 4 FinaJ.Ìy it was

also agreed that the Agudat I srael party wo¡.lid have f reedom

of action in the Knesset in aII that is connected with re-

ligious rnatlers.

The coal-ition now had a majority of seventy-six seats;

Likud with forty-five¡ NRP twelve, Agudat Israel four, Demo-

cratic Movement. for Change fifteen. However it also had the

support of other political groups. In return for its waiver

forfeiting cabinet representation, Agudat Israel gained a

senior position in two of the Knesset committees despite its

small size. Àgudat Israet would be appointeO to chair two

important Knesset committees; the Financial Committee and

the Committee on Welfare and PubIic Service. This time the

chairmanship of this committee which has the largest measure

of authority and the broadest scope for legislation and su-

pervision of atl the Knesset committees went to the repre-

sentative of a relatively sma11 coalition partner. Similar

conceSsions l¡ere gíven to the Democratic MOvement for Change

(ot'lc) , which joined the coalition in October 1977 . In addi -

tion to receiving posts in the government it was agreed that

on political questions pertaining to Judea and Samaria, the

DMC would be given freedom of expression and the right to

abstain from voting in the Knesset. À1so, êDY government de-

44 Ibid., p.76.
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dealt with by and

Committee of the

DMC might demand

religionn includ-

of DMC would have

On August 4,1981, a new agreemenl was signed between the

Likud with forty-eight seats, the NRP with six, Agudat Isra-

el f our, and the Movement f or the Tradir-ion of I srael (Tami;

an eLhnic religious list) wittr three seats. This enabled

the formation of a government, headed once aEain by Menchem

Begin and based on the support of sixty-one members of the

I(nesset.

The new ccalition agreement included eighty-three arti-

c1es, sixty-one of which dealt with religious matters and

financial aid to the religious public and parties.as rhis

occurred despite the fact that the NRP had lost half of its

seats, while the Likud increased its size from forty-fíve to

f orty-eight. Since the coal-ition $¡as "minimal, winning" that

is where the subtraction of a single member reduces the co-

alition to nonvrinning, the Likud once again made concessions

to the three sma1l religj.ous partners.46

4s Ibid. p.78.
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Theory and research on coalition governments owe thej"r

existence to the pioneering efforts of John Von Neumann and

Oskar Morgenstern in 1944. They predicted that a coaiition

would include no unnecessary partners. The tv¡c reasoned that

in a zero-sum game, the winners will not want to divide the

winnings into any more shares than are absolutely neces-

sary. a 7

william Riker extended Von Neumann and Morgenstern's idea

further, adding that in n-person, zero sum games where side

payments are permitted, where players are rational, and

where rhey have perfect information only minimum winning co-

alitions occur.4 B Riker added that since information is not

always perfect, coalitions may form which are slightly larg-

er than minimal winning size, what he call-ed "minima]-size-

plus " .

Axelrod put forward another dimension to the Von Neumann-

Morgenstern theory.ae His "minimal-connected winning coali-

tion" theory advances the argument that parties which are

closer to each other on a one-dimensional ordinal policy

continuum will be more likely to form a coalition than will

parties which have a conflict of interest. Once formed,

these coalitions are more likely to be of longer duration

47 rbid.
48 William

llaven,
4 e Mahler

H. Riker, The Theory of PoliticaI Coalitions (New
Yale University, 1962), p.32.

and TriIling, qp cit., p.202.
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than ere other types of coalition. Axelrod's theory is

similar to Leisersonts "ideological space". Leiserson argued

that parties will look among all winning coalitions for

those that combine parties at a rninimal ideological distance

f rom each other . 5 o

Several themes must be kept in mind in an analysis of co-

alition formation among I sraeli political parties. First,

political parties play an overwhelming role not only in the

"poIitica1" but also the social and economic 1ife of Tsrael.

Parties publish newspapers, run medical clinics, and sponsor

athletic and social events. The idea of national security

has always been of paramount importance in Israeli politics.

we shall- see that war situations, especially in 1967 greatly

influence the size of coalitions formed. Riker's suggestion

is that imperfect information may increase the size of a

minimal winning coalition. sl A certain amount of imperfect

information remains due to the large number of parties. Also

the fact that even though the parties may run together in a

grand alliance, they wiII not always be in agreement in all
policy spheres. Às a result the dominant party cannot auto-

matically count on any party's vote.

so David Nachmias, "A
nant-Party System:
no.3, 1973), p.301.

Coalition Payoffs In
Political Studies

Note on
Israel"

A Domi-
(vo1.21 ,

51 Mahler and TrilIing, q!. cit-., p.207.



Table 1 shows those parties belonging to government co-

alitions in lhe twenty-two cabinets and the number of seats

in the Knesset held by each party. By comparing the size of

each coal i t ion \^¡e shall be able to ident i f y f actors of some

general significance which seem to cause the size and nature

of governing coalitions.

The first three cabineLs, as indicated in Table 1, both

exceeded an absolute minimal winning coalition of sixty-one

seats. These cabinets vrere not ideologically 'wa11-to-waIl'

coalitions but were composed of labor and religious parties.

Considering the number of parties with seats in the Fi.rst

Knesset, the hiqh "imperfect information" factor resulting

from the newness of the political state, and the need faced

by IsraeI (as by all new states) for establishing political

legitimacy and political integration, these initial govern*

ments are surprisingly sma11.5 2

The fourth and fifth cabinets were larger than their
predecessors. They each represented eighty-four seats in the

Knesset, well above the margin of uncertainty allowed by Ax-

e1rod. These cabinets were the f j.rst in the nation's history

to include the General Zionist Party and can be seen to be

broadening the range of political support possessed by the

government.

52 Ibid p.212 .
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It appears Lo be the case in Israeli politics that par-

ties were ofien carried along in a coalition even when they

were not necessary for a government to form. This was espe-

cia1ly true for the religious parties in t.he fourth, fifih,

seventh, eighth and fourteenth through seventeenth cabinets.

I f ree subtract the NRP' s ten-seat total- f rom the e ighty-f our

seats represented by the governing coafition in the fourth

and fift.h cabinets, the number drops to seventy-fcur¡ still

more than enough seats to make a governing coafition. This

may indicate,as Leiserson suggested, that "posts may be giv-

en to factions simply to keep them from stirring up trou-

ble."53

Certain fundamental religious questions, highly controver-

sial ones, have long existed in a dormant state in Israeli

pol-itics. It may be that the religious parties were given

the ministries they held in return for their agreement not

to foment problems. However this explanation can not ex-

plai.n the fact that the religious parties did in fact "stir

up trouble" while they were in the coalition. They have

caused six cabinet disruptions ranging from "Who is a Jew"

to the late arrival of American F-16 fighters. Their posi-

tion in the government enabled them to cause these disrup-

t ions. Theref ore Axelrod' s theory lTtay f i t other part ies but

does not entirely represent the religious parties.

Leiserson, "Factions and Coalitions in
Àn Interpretation Based on the Theory

5 3 Micheal
Japan:
Amer ican

One-Pa r ty
of Games"

Septem-Political
ber 1968), p.779.

Sc ience Review (vol.62, no.3,
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The Sixth cabinet was a caretaker government since its

main task was Lo make preparatiorrs for elecLiorrs to be held

tor the Third Knesset. The Seventh and trighth cabinetsr con-

stituting the term of the Third Knesset were both in excess

of Axel-rod's minimal-size-pIus theory. The coalition was not

wa11-to -wall- as it i¡rcluded two parties to the left of Ma-

pai, as weil as Mapai's earlier allies. This large coalition

may illustrate the fact that Mapai sought coalitions larger

than necessary to insure that if any partner did withdraw,

the coalition would still survive.

The ninth cabinet, whose li.fe corresponded to that of the

Fourth Knesset, wâs the same size as its predecessor. In

the elections for the Fourth Knesset several of the old co-

alition partners gained votes, and consequently picked up

seats in the Knesset. In order to maintain a minimal win-

ning coalition Mapai would have to expel some of its former

aIlies from the coalition. rhis cabinet seems to show that

although minimal size is important, certain political con*

siderations such as loyalty to former coalition members may

be importanl.

The tenth, efeventh and twelfth cabinets all correspond

closely to Axelrod's "minimal-size-plus" theory. The Mapam

and Progressive parties had been sheared from the alliance"

This raíses the question "why did Mapai shear the governing

coalition in the tenth cabinet but not in the ninth?" The

tenth to twelfth cabinets all belong to the same Knesset,
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the Fifth, but to a different Knessel from that of the ninth

cabinet. Either t"lapai retained a greater than minimal win-

ning coalition before the election in order to improve its

own electoral chances, or it realized after the election

that the extra coalitional support was no longer neces-

sary. 5 4

The thirteenth cabinet marks the beginning of a trend to-

ward pre-election grand allj.ances. In lhe Sixth Knesset (tne

thirteenth through fifteenth cabinets) uapai and Àhdut Ha'A-

voda ran together as the Àlignment, while on the right l{erut

and the General Zionist ran together as Gahal. À minimal-

size-plus wouldlhave been achieved without the eight seats

represented by Mapam. It would appear that the expansion of

the voting base of support to the Left may be seen as an-

other attempt during a period of tension in the Middle East

to broaden the popular base of support in the cabinet.ss

This trend is clearlt reflected in t.he fourteenth cabinet in

v¡lrich the number of seats increased to 111, This aI1 time

high i s a resul-t of the 1967 war : j. t h'as a government of na-

tional unity, including the right-wing Gahal alliance as

well as the left-'wing Mapam party.

In 1969, oñ the death of Prime Minister Levi EshkoL, a

new cabinet officially came into being when Golda Meir took

over the reins of government. The cabinet was sti11 large,

s 4 Mahrer

55 Ibid.,

and TriJ-ling, g,p

p.217 .

cit p.216 .
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which may represent Meir's concern to continue with a "go,r-

ernment of unanimity". The f i fteenth cabinet lasted only

nine months before the election of a new Knesset. The cabi-

net contained the same number of seats as its predecessor

until Gahal left the government. The rest of the cabinet

did not resign and served until the post Yom Kippur War

eLections of 1973.

The seventeenth cabinet found the NRP playing a major

role. The ten seats of the NRP became crucial to Golda Meir

as she attempted tc form her government. Finding themselves

in Lhe pov"erful position of cabinet maker-or-breaker,the NRP

once again raised the highly controversial issue of "who is

a Jew?" and was determined that the new government adopt

the NRPrs policy stance in return for its support. However

Meir did not accept the proposal. The NRP did not join the

government until the eighteenth cabinet.

The nineteenth cabinet served until after the 1977

elections. The premature ending of its term was preceded by

Several near crises in which the Indpendent Liberals irreso-

lutely threatened to resign on questions of principle com-

pulsory arbitration, free choice of health funds in the pro-

posed health services law, and government organíza|ion.56 In

December 1976, the late arrival of the first F-15 fighters

from the United States, which constituted Sabbath violation,

resulted in two NRP ministers abstaining on a vote of non-

56 Shimshoni, cp. çi!. , p. 502.
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conf idence. Rabin declared the ministers breached collective

r:esponsibility, at which time he resigned. The cabinet thus

became a caretaker government until the el-ections of 1977,

After the defeat of Labor in the May el-ections, Menachem

Begin formed the twentieth cabinet. His government included

the Likud, Moshe Dayan as a member of a one-man Knesset del-

egation, the NRP, and Agudat Israel. Agudat IsraeI vrere not

actually willing to sit in Lhe cabinet but agreed to support

the government, receiving the important Knesset Finance Com-

mittee chairmanship. Begin wanted to bring in the DMCf but

rvhen negotiations stalled he formed a government without

them, leaving a few ministries vacant in the event the DMC

should reconsider.5T Four months l-ater the DMC did reconsid-

er and entered the coalition giving the government a solid

majority of seventy-seven seats.

There appears to be three trends in Israeli coalition
potitics. First, as Riker, theorized imperfect information

serves to increase the size of the winning coalitíon. This

imperfect information has led Mapai to form a coalition with

enough partners such that if one party dropped out, there

would stiIl be enough seats represented to ensure a majori-

ty.

57 Gershon R. Kieval,
pi ed
p.139

Party Politics in Israel and the Occu-
(Wèstport, Greenwood Press , 1 983 ) ,Territories
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Second, Axefrod's notion of "minimal-connected winning

coafition" seems appropriate. Israel-'s political history

suggests that Mapai has built governing coalitions by adding

a sufficient number of ideologically "c1ose" parties along

the socialist/non-socialist dimension. This connectedness is

most evident in Mapai's avoidance of the Likud and in the

eventual departure of Gahal.ss

Third, evidence suggest that the payoffs to the NRP, who

have played a pivotaL role in coafition formation, had very

little value for other portential recipients. During the

"Protective Years" the NRP was a cheap coalition partner. In

return for the Ministries of Religion and the Interior, the

NRP supported the government. Since these ministries were

of little use for any other party, the cost of obtaining the

NRP support for Mapai was minimal.

58 Mahler and Trilling, 9p cit p.220.
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THE''PROTECTIVE YEÀRS,, 1948_1967

The years 1 948-1 967 have been called the 'Protective

Years.' In this we mean thaL Israef's reLigious parties

sought to protect and impose Jewish religious law in the new

state. In order to do 50, they had to have control of relig-

ion. To have control- of it they had to enter into the polit-

ical system, v¡hich they did successf u1ly. As a result of

their size, they became a powerful force in Israeli poli-

tics I often bringing a government to the brink of a crisis

situation. However their power had a price, and it is the

contention of this chapter that the religious parties and

the Mapai had an unwritten agreement. The religious parties

wouLd have fu11 control of religious matters on the condi-

tion that they supported the Mapai on issues of foreign pol-

icy, the economy and other matters.

On Friday t{ay 14, 1948,

state to be known as Medinat

r.¡as at last a real i ty.

the establ ishment

rsraet (the SLate

of a Jev¡ish

of I srael )

The declaration of Independence proclaimed that the state

of I srael-

would be based on freedom, justice and peace as
envisaged by the prophets of Israel; it would en-
sure complete equality of social and political
riqhts to all its inhabitants irrespective of re-

60
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ligion, race or sex; it would guarantee freedon of
religion, conscience, language, education and cul-
ture s e

It was thought that the reality of the State of Israel

woul-d be enough r.o dissol-ve r ivalries and bond the integra-

tion of diverse groups into one nation. Yet such hopes were

short-1ived, for controversy arose when the representatives

of the religious parties insisted that the name of God be

includecl in the text of the Declaration. There vras opposi-

tion to this demand especially from the left-wing parties.

To avoid an open sp1it, a compromise was reached and the

concluding paragraph of the Declaration was drafted to read

"Placing our trust in the Rock of Israel, we affix our sig-

natures to this Proclamation.60 The word "Rock" was accepta-

bte to both Orthodox and secularists, each drawing their own

meaning from the word.

Ben Gurion continued to abet religious hegemony in some

areas, and attempted in others to limit the powers of the

resi.lient religious establishment. His logic in refraining

from interference in the preserves of orthodoxy was a tacit

agreement between Ben Gurion and the religious leadership,

which gave him free rein to formulate political, security

and economic policy.. Therefore any attempt to explain the

religious parties concern to protect religion must begin

59 S. ZaIman Abramov, Perpetual- Dilemma (nutherford, Fair-
leigh Dickson, 1976), p.128.

Ervin Birnbaumn The Politics of Compromise (Rutherford,
Fairleigh Dickson, 1970) , p.79.

60
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with a d j.scussion of Ben Gurion's stand on religious issues

at the outset of statehood. As Ben Gurion was the first

trrime Minister of Israef his attituoe on religious issues

and religious parties would automatically have an effect on

the reiigious parties and their relationship with the gov-

ernment.

Ben Gurion mây be termed a secularist in the sense that

he did not wish to conduct Israel's affairs or have life in

Israel evolve in accordance rvith religious or clerj.cal laws

and directives. Yet as leader of the nation he could not ig*

nore the observant Jewish minority. Nor could he reject his

sense of Jewishness that embraced the centrality of the Bi-

ble as the Jew's unique document. This and the need for na-

tional and coalition compromise led to a distinct enshrining

of Jewish ritual and orthodox practice in the life of Isra-

el.6 r

Ben Gurion believed that there was a difference between

the issue of "religion and state" in I srael and that of

"Church and State" in Christian countries. "The Jewish re-

ligion is a national reIigion...it is not easy to separate

the national home from the religious aspect."62 Fcr example

Israel-'s holy days or holidays have a dual meaning: "relig-
ious" and "historical-national". In Lhis sense Ben Gurion

accepted the observance of religious holidays as days of

6r rbid., p.94.
62 Ibid.
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entire naticn, lett ing the various ideological

the population derive their ohrn meaning.

On the continuation of the jurisdiction of the rabbinate

over malters of personal status, Ben Gurion wrote:

The exist ing arrangement is the fruit of compro-
mise which naturally cannot satisfy all opinions,
as is the way of compromise; (it) was adopted to
prevent a war over religion. . .which might drasti--a11y impede the 'merging of exiles' Ia goalì
which occupies a cruciaf place in the state'63

Ben Gurion cal-1ed for the establishment of a

minimum. . .which would guarantee that observant,
traditional, and secular may 1j.ve as they desire,
without coercion or violation or conscience, while
maintaining the Jewish character of the state and
of the Jervish people in it.64

During Ben Gurion's twelve years as Prime Minister

(1949-53, 1955-63), he and his Labor government felt the ef-

fect of five cabinet disruptions caused by the religious

parties. The issues concerned the demand for religious edu-

cation in immigrant camps; the conscription of religious wo-

men and the definition of "who is a Jew."

The establishment of the state brought with it a great

influx of immigrants. These new comers were placed in camps

where the government tried to provide them with essential

services. including the education of the young. For the re-

ligious and socialist parties, education was an important

63 Ibid.

r bid64
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elernent in the development of thei"r separate enclaves "

Before 1948, the Mandatory governmen¡- Ieft education to the

communities themselves and like other institutional. struc-

tures were based around polit.ical parties. By the end of

lhe Mandate there were four main educationa] systems or

trends as they were commoniy known the workers, the general,

tire Mi zrahi and the Agudat I srael trends.

The schools of the General trend reflected the ideology

of the General Zionists. They of fered a nationalistic-Zion-

ist orientation. Study of the Bible, Hebrew literature and

ianguage, and other Jewish-oriented subjects were geared to

a national revival and were taught afongside secular sub-

jects. These schools offered little if any religious train-

ing, believing that it was best left to the home and syna-

gogue. The Mizrahi schools concentrated on a strictly

religious curriculum. Secular instruction was given but it

was always secondary to that of religion. The labor schools,

or workers, aimed at incalculating labor Zionist values of

egalitarianism and chalutziut. Other subjects such as so-

cial sciences, along with skil1 development in industrial

and agricultural subjects dominated the curriculum. The

schools of Agudat Israel were totally committed to an Ortho-

dox upbringing and education. There were very few subjecLs

other than religion. 6 5

65 Norman L" Zucker,
MIT Press, 1973),

The
p.12

Coming
6"

Crisis in I srael (Cambridge,
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I^7i th the establ i shment of Lhe state the government took

over responsibility for education. It made education com-

pulsory to ali children aged between five and thirteen, but

left the trends as they were.66 Under the Compulsory Educa-

tion Law of September 1949, parents were given the right lo

choose a school- for their children from one of the four rec-

ognized trends.67 Competition in lhese camps was intense as

the party who could attract the greatest number of children

stood to benefit most in the country's poJ-itical future.

In 1949, 239,076 immigrants entered the country.6e this

influx wes important not only for its size but also for its

ethnic and age composition. Of these immigrants nearly half

came from Asia and Àfrica, (called Sephardim) where they

tended to have large families with many children of school

age and religious in outlook. entire Jewish community of

Yemen, had been airlifted to Israel.6e Immigrants from Eu-

rope (Àshkenazim) tended to be less Orthodox, and more po-

liticalty sophisticated. It was widely believed at that time

that the Sephardim because of their increasing numbers would

hotd the key to efectoral power within the future" Therefore

the education of their children became a political issue.

66 Peter Y. Medding, Mapai in Israel- (Cambridge, University
Press , 1972) , p"227 .

67 Birnbaum, 9p cit., p.120.
68 zucker, qp cit. , p.129.
6s Ibid.
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EarIy irr January 1 950, the religious parties charged bhat

religious families v¡ho would normal)-y enroll their children

in religious schools were being forced to enroll them in

secular schocls. They were threatened with unemployment, the

withhol<1ing of housing, and various economic sanctions if

they did not comply.7o

The Executive of ha-Po'eI ha-Mizrahi with its Cabinet

Ministers decided if the situation did not improve they

would Ieave the government. The Religious Bloc unanimously

adopted the same position. They demanded that all pressures

and coercion appiied on religious parents es to their choice

of school-s stop. Secondly, opportunities for religious edu-

cation should be offered to alI children, and the autonomy

of the religious trends should be fully safeguarded.Tl

The religious parties did not receive a satisfactory re-

sponse to their demands. As a result they refused to attend

cabinet meetings and declared their intention of staying

avray until Lheir demands were met. On February 18, the Prime

Minister warned the three Religious Bloc Ministers that if

they did not altend the next Cabinet session he would con-

sider it an act of resignation. The ministers failed to at-

tend the Cabinet meeting. Although they had told the Prime

Minister their intention of arriving for the next session,

Ben Gurion argued that the action of the Religious Bloc was

7o Birnbaum, cp cit
71 Ibid. , p.122.

p"121 "
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tantamount to a breach of collective responsibility.

The two-week old crisis came to an end on February 21, Àt

this time the Religious Ministers ended their boycott and

began to attend meetings. it was decided to hoIC a referen-

durn in the immigrant camps, offering parents a choice of the

type of school- they wanted their children to attend. Yet the

referendum was never achieved. In its place the leaders of

Mapai and the Religious Bloc arri.ved at a compromise formula

that was presented to the Knesset on March 14. The agree-

ment stated that in immigrant camps with a predominantly

Yemeni population, education would. be religious and super-

vised by a committee of four Orthodox persons representing

the four trends.72 ln the other immiErant camps religious

and secular schools rn'oul-d be set up. The whoLe system was

placed under the direct supervision and responsibility of

the Minister of Education.

The government crisis offered an opportunity to re-exam-

ine the whole principle of "trend" versus "united" school

system. Six parties the Herut, WI ZO (Women's International

Zionist Organlza|ion), Fighters, General Zionists, âs well

as two members of the Coalition, ihe Progressives and the

Sephardim - pressed for the unification of the school sys-

tem. The Mapam (Communist Party) and the Religious Bloc

iought for the preservation of the trends, but for different

reasons. The Mapam saw the school system as a means of in-

72 r bid p.123.
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jecting the values of e socialist society into the young'

and therefore wanted to preserve it. The Religious Bloc saw

the unification of the school system as another secufar plot

to slow1y dissol-ve religious inf luence in Israel. The Mapai

r\'as divided on the issue but since the Religious Bloc was

the largest coal ition member next to itself, it enforced

strict discipline among its members to vote for the trend

system in favor of the Religious Bloc. Mapai even fought

against a rol-l call on the question, called by one member of

the Progressives. It wished to avoid embarrassement to the

majority of its members who on principle wanted a unified

system of education.

The Religious BIoc claimed that the sole objective of its

cabinet boycott was to "save the souls of our children". Any

education other than a religious one was compared by them to

nothing l-ess than "conversion" from Judaism. Despite t.hese

atlegations the Religious Parties may have had an alterior

motive for the crisis. I t was hoped that the crisis could

forestall Ben Gurion's attempt to push the religious part-

ners out of the coalition, of at best make them a minor

partner.T3 Therefore what could have been a routine request

for religious needs in immigrant camps turned into a real

threat when Mapai chose to enter into negotiations with t'ta-

pam and the General- Zionists for the purpose of including

them into the coalition. The Religious Parties precipitated

t3 Ibid., p.124.
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wedge between Mapai and Mapam

joining the coalition.
dr ive a

of Mapam

Thj.s action put the Mapai ilrto a no-win situation. They

could not permit a Þressure group' even the size of ¡-he Re-

ligious Bloc in succeeding in directing policy that would

have far reaching consequences. Yet Þlapai's attempt to broa-

den the coaLition failed and only increased the bargaining

strength of the Religious Bloc who saw themselves as the

sole major party on whom Mapai could re1y.

The first threat to the survival of the government sub-

sided on Februarlz 21 , 1 950, when the religious Ministers

terminated their boycott and returned to the Cabinet. On

October 15 of that same year the Cabinet fell on the issue

of government reorganization that was protested by the Re-

ligious Bloc.7a However by December the education issue once

again surfaced. The religious parties criticized Mapai for

not implementing the agreement of March 14, 1950. Since that

time many of the immigrants had been moved from "camps" (ma-

hanot) to "settlements" (ma'abarot), their possible perma-

74 The government crisis arose from an attempt to reshuffle
the Cabinet. Ben Gurion believed that the black market
flourishing in the country r.tas the result of a lack of
communication between ministries. To combat this he pro-
posed a change from the twelve-member to a thirteen-mem-
ber Cabinet and the appointment of the first nonparty,
politically neutral Cabinet member. At first Mapai and
the Religious BIoc v¡ere in agreement. However, soon af-
terwards, the Religious parties withdrew their support.
They stated that religious issues should be given consid-
eration before discussing the proposals for reorganíza-
tion. Thus on October 15, Ben Gurion resigned.



nent location. As a result many of the children had

transferred from reiigious to other school systems. The

ligious parties insisted that the agreement cover the

tlements as we11. Mapai remained unconvinced however.

7A

been

Re-

set-

Soon afterwards the religious parties embarrassed the

government by voting with the opposition in the Knesset for

a ful1 debate on the charge that civil servants were select'-

ed on the basis of neither nerit or need, but mainly by par-

tisan considerations. T 5 This was followed by the Ministry of

Religious Affairs walking out of a cabinet session threaten-

ing to resign if no satisfactory solution was found to the

education problem.

The crisis reached its zenith with the publication of the

recom¡nendations of the Ministerial Commitlee on Education on

February 1, 1951. The publication stated that religious edu-

cation would be given to every Yemenite child; religious ed-

ucation would be given to all immigrant children whose pa-

rents wished their chi.ldren to receive such an educationi

and that the Government would not accept the proposal that

religious education (in immigrant centers) would be under

the the control of four supervisors * one each from the

Mizrahi, Agudat Israel, General Zionists, and Histadrut.T 6

7 5 Bi rnbaum, 9p. c it. p.126 .

I srael
TglT;

Personal History (¡¡ew7 6 David Ben-Gurion,
Funk and I,[agnaI1s,

A
p. 386.

York o
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The religious parties objected mainly to the provision

which called for the establishment of religious schoofs in

ali settlements where no such schocls existed. It charged

the government of making no Cisti.nction as to who could set

up a religious school. The religious parties argued that the

Histadrut could not set up a school and labet it 'relig-
ious. ' I t accused the government of establ i shing ' false' re-

ligious schools in dozens of settlements in order to elimi-
nate the possibility of creating authentic reLigious schools

in these communities.

The Government's proposal was brought to vcte and was de-

feated forty-nine to forty-two by a combined vote of the op-

position and the Religious parties. Only the Sephardim sup-

pcrted Mapai, while the Progressives and WIZO abstained. Ben

Gurion regarded this as an act of non-confidence in the Gov-

ernment, and therefore announced the government's resigna-

tion.

The stand of the Religious parties elicited
tac k

that

over

from Ben Gurion on the floor of the Knesset.

the religious parties fought to establish

religious education and the Jewish religion.

A person is permitted to be a religious Jew with-
out resorting lo a visa from the Mizrahi or the
Agudat. A religious Jew who does not want to be in
the Mizrahi party does not cease being a religious
Jew. We did not and vre shall not recognize, and no
Government can be forced to recognize, the monopo-
Iy of a party that calls itself religious, over

a sharp at-
He argued

a monopoly
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sha rp

sued

reI igious JewsT 7

Knesset's

attack from

vote of non-conf idence brought

the Central Cc¡nmittee of Mapai,
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forth a

which i s-

a statement condemning the Religious parties.

The Religious Bloc had constantly exploiteo its
balance of power in the Government coalition to
press demands that were not commensurate with its
poJ-itical strength...Mapai, which headed the Gov-
ernment, could noL submit to political extortion-
j.sm under the mantle of religion - extortion whose
end was not yet in sight - and could not tolerate
the repeated dislocation of working routine re-
sulting from the incessant pressure on the part of
the Rel igious BLcc . 7 I

I,lhen the Thi rd Government was establ i shed on Oc tober B ,

1951, an agreement was entered into by Mapai and the Relig-

ious parties that placed a one year moratorium on two con-

troversial- issues. The first was the conscription of relig-
ious women and the second was the unification of educational

trends into a national system of education. The moratorium

was soon drawing to a close and some of the religious par-

ties were ready Lo utilize the expiration to extract further
concessions on religious issues.

The Israef Defense Service Law of 1949 regulated among

ot,her lhings the conscript ion of vromen f or mil-itary service.

Women were enlisted for a twelve month period, of which only

a small time would be spent in the army" Women who objected

to military service on conscientious or religious grounds

7 7 Birnbaum, 9p cit. , p.129.
78 rbid., p.130-31
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were exempt. However by February 1952, 5€rious man power

shortaEes had forced Ben Gurion to reintroduce the issue of

conscription of women.Ts The one year service would be in-

creased to two yearsi orìe year of basi.c training and agri-

cultural work and a second yeâr of army non-combat duties.

Although the religious parties opposed the measure, the bilI

was passed.

However, the woroing of the bill provided a loophole for

those who wished to escape military service. All they had to

do was claim exemption on religious grounds. To counteract

the large number of women leaving the army' a proposal was

put forth declaring that these h'omen would be called to na-

tional rather than military service. This would mean replac-

ing personnel in offices, hospitals and kj.tchens. The relig-

ious parties still objected, yet Ben Gurion was determined

to solve the problem.

The religious parties could not stop Ben Gurion from in-

troducing an amendment requiring religious women previously

exempt from military service to participate in national ser-

vice. By February 26, 1952, the Knesset passed an amendment

requiring religious objectors to provide proof from a compe-

t.ent authority as to the validity of their cfaim.so 1t was

7 s The issue of conscription of v¡omen was first introduced
in October 1951. Ben Gurion felt women should be included
under compulsory service for non-combat duties. Religious
Ieaders felt that this contradicted the laws of the To-
rah. However since religious women vrere offered exemp-
tion, religious protest was raised only on principle.
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soon voted into law.

However this law proved to be a major irritant to the

population. Many felt that it discriminated agairrst those

who vrere not religious (or at least did not wish to claim

religious exemption) by imposing certaj.n hardship upon them.

Yet there v¡as little Lhat could be done since it was rooted

in the complexities of coalition bargaining where it served

as a strategicalJ-y crucial pawn in the agreements between

partners.

Yet the issues of religious education and conscription of

rel-igious women still threatened to bri.ng about a government

crisis. On September 18, 1952, Agudat Israel and PÀY an-

nounced their withdrawal from the government in view of the

fact that their religious demands were not fulfilled. De-

spite the defection of the two parties, the government sur*

vived a vote of non-conf idence by f i fty-six to thi rty-six.

The government was now composed of only sixty members yet

Ben Gurion could no longer rely on its t"lizralni and ha-Po'e1

ha-Mizrahi partners who might occasionally be divided in

their loyalties between the government and the dissident re-

ligious groups. Under these circumstances, Ben Gurion saw

the need to broaden the coaliti.on

80 Birnbaumr oÞ cit p.1 61 .
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75

had

bloccauseC a government crisis. Yet each time the religious

had come out unscathed. Àlthough l'lapai's attitude remained

cool, its hands were tied, for it could not find a suitabLe

partner to replace the religious parties. This rel-ationship

was summed up by one Mapai representative who said;

Our partnership was not a faithful one...You ex-
ploited every difficult hour of this Government by
coming forth with requests and demands that has-
tened i ts breakdown I 1

Yet in the same speech he stated

our partners

Mapai would find it very hard to establish a government

r^¡ithout the support of the religious bloc. At f irst Mapai

felt that it could rely on the General Zionists and disre-
garded the religious parties. Yet the price for the support

of the General Zionist was more than Mapai was willing to

pay. Once again t"lapai found itself turning to the religious
parties. As for the religious parties the Ministry of Relig-

ious Af fairs and the Rabbinical Council, with al1 its juris-

diction survived unharmed. I 3 Religious issues were treated

with caution and substantialty all t.he major demancls of the

religious parties received guarantees of Mapai support.

81 Ibid., p,174"
82 Ibid.
8 3 rbid. , p.177 .

One cannot deny the
in the two previous

contributions of
Governments. B 2
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Yet the preceding crises brought upon the religious par-

ties would pale in comparison wit.h the highl-y volatile sub-

ject of "Who is a Jew?'t No other subject has generated so

much dissension and public debate as this one. The question

has ted to governmental crises on three occasions, once in
.1958 and twice in 1970.

4,11 residents of Israel, be they citizens or non-citizens

must be registered with the Ministry of the Interior. Among

the personal information which is recorded for each resident

is his religion and his 1eom.8a The term leom is sometimes

translated "nationality" and sometimes "ethnic group". For

purposes of rsraeli law the term "people" or "folk" 1s a

more accurate translation. (lf the reader, in turn, is un-

clear as to the precise definition of "people" or "folk", he

has already glimpsed the first problem of leom,) On March

10, 1958, Israel Bar-Yehudah, the Minister of the Interior,

i ssued a nevr di rect ive in regi strat ion pract ice. Thus,

Any person declaring in good faith that he is a
Jew, shall be registered as a Jew and no addition-
al- proof shall be required...If both members of a
married couple declare that their chil-d is Jewish,
this decl-aration shall be reqarded as though it
were the legal declaration of the child it-
se1f...The registering official need not be con-
cerned over the fact that according to the law of
the Torah ( in case one of. the parents in non-Jew-
ish) the child has the same status as its moLh-
er...The parents' declaration that their child is
Jewish suf f ices to register hi.m as Jewish.85

I 4 Charles S. Liebman, "The
Some Political Refl-ections"
srudies (¡pez, 1973), p.4.

8s Birnbaum, cp. cit,, p.178-9.

A Jew?' Controversy:
For Jewish Communitv

'Who I s
Center
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The Mi"nister knew that his instructions contravened Jew-

ish religious ]aw yet justified his actions on the grounds

that the directive would be more efficient. Bar-Yehuda be-

lieved that religion and nationality were divisible. If Or-

thodox faw wished to call a person a Jew on the condition

that his mother was Jewish, or converted to Judaism prior to

the child's birth, so iet it be tor any religious purpose.

But for the purpose of state registration and issuance of

identity cards, the individual's personal conviction and

d.eclaration as to his nationality should be rel-evant. B 6 The

Orthodox responded by saying that, accor<1ing to halakhah,

one was considered Jewish by birth or conversion and not by

declaration. For the religious leaders religion and nation-

ality were not divisible

I'losheh Shapira, Minister of Social l,leIf are and Religious

Àffairs explained:

who is a Jew? Today this question has been placed
on our agenda in the State of Israel-. For thou-
sands of iuears we knew who was a Jew, and f or what
we were willing to suffer as Jews. Yet the State
of Israel, which has just completed its tenth
year, has seen fit to raise this question and ren-
der a decision which deliberately ignores thou-
sands of years of Jewish history"sT

The issue once again revolved around a clash between Lwo

systems of governments; a religious minority versus a secu-

crisis raised the ques-

IsraeI be separated from

lar majority. In a broader sense the

tion - could Jewish nationality in

86 rbid., p.179.
87 Zucker, cp ci.t p. 175.
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the Jewish religion.

The problem of "Who is a Jew?" did not arise until the

end of the eighteenth century. Before this time the Jews

found stability in their community anC religion. The halak-

hah was universally accepted as normative Judaism. The prac-

tice of Judaism become the exclusive possession of one peo-

ple. Therefore, Lo be a member of the Jev¡ish people was to

be part of the Jewish religion. According to religious law a

person could not opt out of his Jewish affiliation, even if
he renounced his religion. À Jew who converted to another

religion was still a Jev;, though a sinner. Entry into the

Jewish community was done by adopting the Jewish faith. The

Halakhic definition of a Jew was a person born to a Jewish

mother, or one who has been converted to Judaism by Orbhodox

means. The indissolubility of the religious and national

components of Jewish existence was the underlying and un*

questioned principle of Jewish identity. s t

However, with the rise of nineteenth century liberalism,
traditional Judaism began to change. It vras now possible to

be â secular Jew. This new type of Jew became the most dy-

namic force in modern Jewish hisLory. 9."ular iudaism an-

chored itself to Jewish national existence ín the Diaspora,

or in the Bund, which attempted to organize Jews in a so-

cialisL context, or in the zionist movement, which urged the

creation of a Jewish national renaissance in the ancient

B8 Abramovr oÞ cit p.27 1 ,
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hom.eland. Religion, culture, and, ethnic efements sti]1 re-

mained but were superseded by a national element.

This opened the door on a new way of seeing oneself in

the Jewish community. One couLd practice Orthodoxy as his

f athers did. I f thi s proved to be to restr ict ive he coul-d

identify himself with either Conservative or Reform Judaisrn.

Or he coul-d remain a committed Jerv yet uncommitted in terms

of religion. In the Diaspora no such problem arose due to

the fact that the faw of the land is not called upon to re-

solve it.

However for the young state of lsrael the problem was

critical. The state had to delermine whether a particufar

individual was a Jew. Ànd since it was a civil law the state

believed that it should be administered by civil authori-

ties. Yet the religious argued that the problem had to be

governed by the rules of the Halakhah.

It rnust be noted that the only instances when the deter-

¡nination of one's Jewish status are of crucial concern are

the solemnization of marriage and the burial service. A1-

though there are civil marriages, religious law reguires a

person to marry within his faith. Hence it is important to

determine what religion one belongs to. Therefore at the

time of marriage the question of one's parentage becomes

signi ficant, A non-Jewish mother prevents her child from

marryíng a Jewish partnerf even if the child received a
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t.horoughly Jewish upbringing. Thus, âs a resuft of Bar Yehu-

da's directive thar- "a person who declares in good f aith
that he is a Jew and professes no other reliqioñ", lhe NRP

had no other choice but to resign from the coalition.

The resignation of the NRP still left the government with

a majority of sixty-nine seats. Yet Ben Gurion did not want

to have the NRP out of the coalition for verj¡ ì-ong. He

feared that an aIl secul-ar cabinet, headed by Achdut ha-Avo-

dah and the Mapam, would limit his freedom in directing eco-

nomic and foreign-policy decisions regarding West Germany. Be

Ben Guricn needed the support and stabil-izing inf luence of

the religious parties.

Unable to find a solution Ben Gurion wrote a lengthy let-
ter to some fifty selecLed spiritual and intell-ectual fig-
ures. The Orthodox were f ur ious. Not onJ.y did the Pr ime Min-

ister bypass the Chief Rabbinate in a matter of distinct
Halakhic import, but he was soliciting opinions from non-Or-

thodox as well as the Orthodox. It was the first'time that

the government took official cognizance of non-Orthodox re-

1 igious trends.

8s zucker, q!. cit., p.176. Israel was begining a ne!'r rela-
t ionship wi th l,lest Germany, which included a large arms
deal with Israel. However, this evolving friendship split
the Labor camp. Prime Minister Ben Gurion and the Minis-
ter of Defense Shimon Peres pushed for rapprochment with
West Germany, while Golda Meir, then Foreign Minister,
her veteran Mapai colleagues and members of Ahdut ha-Avo-
dah spearheaded the anti-German wing in government.
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The great majority of the replies were in favour of the

orthodox position. A]1 the Orthodox Rabbis rejected the new

proposaJ-s and expressed their concern Lhat Jewish nationaf-

ism and religion v¡ere tied so closely lhat they could not be

separated. The majority agreed that the subjective criterion

of such a person was irrel-evant, and that no matter how in-

tensely he considered himsel-f a Jew, he could not be so re-

garded by others if his mother was non-Jewish. By the same

criterion a person who had severed all links with the Jewish

people was still a Jew, if his mother was Jewish.

Of course there were some who proposed changes, one of

the more interesting being put forward by Professor Gad Te-

deschi, a law professor at Hebrew Univeristy in Jerusalem.

He argr-ted that any attempt by the governrnent to def ine a

Jew, or a Moslem, or any other religious faith, would be

paramount to granting special privileges or a preferred po-

sition to one religion. By adopting a criterion acceptable

to one religion but not to another, the faw would give that

religion a privileged sLatus. Thus in Islamic religious law

the offspring of a Mos1em father and a Jewish mother (not

uncommon in israel) would be a Moslem, while under Halakhah

he would be a Jew. e0 The sarne would apply t.o a Jew converted

to Christianity, oF to a Christian converted to Judaism:

both Halakhah and Christianity would claim these converts as

their own. Tedeschi argued that civil law shoulci take ac-

so Abramovr oÞ cit p.294 .
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count of a perSon's own decision in the matter, rather than

impose upon hi-m an unwanted rel igious status. Àlthcugh there

would be cases of imcompstibility between civil and relig-

ious law, this would be preferable to a situation where the

state would be called upon to legislate in favour of one,

and against another religion.

The clear majority of responses supporting the orthodox

position of fered Ben Gurion a face-saving line of retreat.

On December 3, 1958, Ben Gurion announced to the Knesset the

cancell-ation of all directives that were issued with regard

to the regisLration of chil-dren of mixed marriages since the

establishment of the state.sl Ben Gurion later added thaL no

entry at all would be made on the identity card with regard

to nationality and religion of the chiLdren of mixed mar-

riages. The NRP rejoined the cabinet, and the government

crisis was resolved. However the issue itself was not at

reSt, and new causeS celebreS Occurred that Once more cauSed

serious religi"ous and political controverSy. Two of the more

celebrated examples are the Eitani case and the Shalit case.

These two cases perhaps more than_anything efse illustrate

the complexity, the difficulty ano the struggle between the

religious and secular elements.

The Eitani case concerned

Upper Nazareth, and a member

represented the Labor Party"

Mrs. Rina Eitani, a resident of

of its city council, where she

The city council of Upper Na-

e 1 Birnbaum, gp cit p" 189 
"
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zareth was run by a coaLition of the Labor Party and the NRP

in a rather uneasy partnershi.p, and Mrs. Eitani in particu-

lar had fallen into the disfavour of the NRP. In a heated

discussio¡r the charge was made that Mrs. Eitani was born of

a non-Jewish mother and had never converted to Judaism. An

enquiry into her background revealed that she was the daugh-

ter of a German Gentile mother and a Polish Jewish father.

The Nazareth official requested that she return her Israeli
passport for cancellation on the ground that it had been ob-

tained under false pretences.

The local NRP leaders praised the handling of Lhe case

and indicated that there woul-d be further disclcsures of the

origins of other persons. Fearing a local witch-hunt, there

arose a great public outcry which gathered momentum when all
the facts of Mrs. Eitani's case were revealed. She and her

parents had lived in Germany and had gone through the hor-

rors of the Nazi regime. Her mother did not seek to save

herself by asserting her Aryan origin and her Christian

faith, but rather identified herself with her Jewish husband

and children. Mrs. Eitani's father was kitled by the Nazis,

and she, along with her mother and sister, were confined

tolthe Warsaw Ghetto as a Jew. She survived the war and, af-
ter a year in a British detention canp in Cyprus, she ar-

rived in British Palestine in 1947, âs a Youth Aliyah ward.

She was registered as being of Jewish nationality and served

in the Israel Defense Army during the War of Independence.

She lras married by the rabbinical authorities and brought



her children up as Jews. In 1952 she received

citizenship under the law that granted citizenship

Jews entering Israel under the Law of Return.

84

I srael i

to all

The majority of I sraeli opinion regârded Rina gitani as

Jewish not only because she regarded herself as Jewish, but

because she led the life of an average Jewish woman in Isra-

eI. Yet to the Orthodox, she was not Jewish until she un*

derwent a formaf conversion, and similarly the Minisier of

Religious Affairs held that the lot of persons like herself

lay in a choice of either being converted or of leaving the

couniry. While Mrs. Eitani's passport and Tsraeli citizen-

ship were not ser iously contested, i t vras reported mont.hs

later that she had been formally ccnverted to Judaism.s2

The Eitani case contributed much acrimony to secular-re-

ligious relations, but its legal impact amounted only to an

deviant footnote in the complexities of defining Israeli

Jewish nationalism. It remaineC for the Shalit case to bring

the problem squarely to the legal and political foreground.

sz Abramov¡ oÞ cit" , p.296. Mrs. Eitani threatened that if
the ministry did not withdraw its demand for her passport
she would take the issue to the Supreme Court. Officials
in the Ministry of Interior backed down and permitted
Mrs. nitani to retain her passport. In March 1966 the
Ministry of the Interior decided that her passport was
va1id. The decision was based on a judgement handed down
by Supreme Court Justice Yitzchak Kister. Judge Kister
had invoked the doctrine of estoppel under which authori-
ties are prevented from revoking a right granted in error
to a person if that person has already made use of that
right in good faith.
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The Shalit case invol-ved Lieutenant Comrnander Binyamin

Shalit, a career of f icer in the Israeli navy. Shalit, a Jew

born in Haifa, had atLended the University of trdinburgh in

Scotland, anC there in 1958 nìarried Anne Geddes, daughter of

a distinguished architect. Her f ather, Sir Part j.ck Geddes,

was one of the early non-Jewish supporters of the Zionist

cause in England, and had assisted Chaim Weizmann in drawing

up the firsi plans for the Hebrew Universitlz on Mount Sco-

pus. After setLJ-ing in Israel, Anne became a naturalized

I sraeli ano had herself registered as eritish under "Leom"

and 1eft a blank under "reIigion". Shalit described himself

as Jewish in terms of nationality, but both regarded them-

selves as atheists.

À son and daughter were born to them. The boy was circum-

cised but without the traditional religious ceremony, and

both were brought up like all Israeli Jewish children. In

terms of registration, Shalit insisted that they be regis-

tered as persons professing no religion, and as Jewish in

terms of Leom. The registry officerf acting in accordance

with the directives issued in 1960, entereC under the head-

ing of "Religion" the words "No registration", and under the

heading "Leom" the words "Jewish father and non-Jewish moth-

er." When a daughter, GaIia, was born in 1967, Commander

Shalit did not fiIl in the spaces for religion or nationali-

ty. But another registrar wrote in the space for nationali-

ty, "Father Jewish, mother Genti1e", and in the space for

religion he wrote, "Not registered. " Shalit was dissatis-
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fied and wrote to lhe Minister of the Interior reguesting

that his children be registered as Jews by nationality and

of no relígion. When his request was clenied, he filed an or-

der in the High Court call ing upon tire Mini stry of the I n-

terior to show cause why his child.ren should not be regis-

tered as being Jeruish by ethnic affil-iation.

The High Court was now faced with the issue: was Jewish

nati onality in its ethnic connotation identical with Jewish

religious affiliation? For the Orthodox,

religion and nationality were inseparable. Shal-it's chil-

dren, being born of a non-Jewish mother coul-C not be consid-

ered Jewish. For the secular group ShaIit had put forth a

reasonable request and one that was consislent with secula-

rist thinking. It was possible for a ch.ild of a. non-Jewish

mother to embrace Jewish nationality and belong in the sense

of historical, intellectual and emotional but not religious

identification. The Court was mindful csf. the seriousness of

the case and its disturbing political implications. The Or-

thodox announced that if the Supreme Court invalidated the

government directives of 1960, the NRP members of the gov*

ernment would resign and thereby disrupt the government of

NationaL Unity that was then in office. Yet a decision r^¡as

reached, and by a five-to-four decision the court invalidat-

ed the directives of 1960. Shalit's children would be regis-

tered as belonging to no religion and as belonging to the
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Jewish leom. e 3

As expected lhe Orthodox were furious. The NRP served no-

tice to Prime Minister Gol-da Meir that they woul-d defect

from the coalition unless the High Court's decision was nul-

iified. Meir quickly made attempts to calm the NRP. Àlthough

there was much opposition in the cabinet (uapam, the repre-

sentatives of the Independent Liberals, and some members of

the Liberal Wing of Gahal), the Labor Alignment attempted to

reach a compromise that wouLd satisfy the Orthodox yet not

alienate the secularists. Justice Minister Shapi.ra of the

Labor ÀIignment provided that ShaIit's children would be

registered as ordered by the court. (en attempt to overturn

the decisj.on of the High Court would have been an unwarrant-

ed affront to the dignity and prestige of the court as an

institution. ) Realizing the consequences of this might lead

Lo a rift with Di.aspora Jewry and encourage intermarriage,

Prime Minister Meir agreed to a Halakhic definition of the

term,Jew. Yet she insisted that any definition would not

interfere with AIiyah nor lead to a rift with the non-ortho-

dox religious trends in the Diaspora. Thus section 4(b) of

the Law of Return (Àmendment No. 2) as finally enacted on

March 1 0, 1970, provided that:

For the purpose of this Iaw, "Jew" means a person
born to a Jewish mother, or who has become con-
verted to Judaism, and who is not a member of an-
other religion. e 4

s3 rbid.,
s4 Ibid.,

p.303.

p.304.
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The Orthodox had insisted on adding the words "in accor-

dance with the l-lalakhah" after the words "converted. to Juda-

ism" in order to void all conversicns made b]'Reform or Con-

servative Rabbis j.n the Diaspora. Mrs. Meir ref used their
reguest, sLating that the l(nesset could legislate with re-

quest to conversion in Israel, but could not in the Diaspo-

ra. Implicit in this definition lras the recognition by the

Knesset that though in Israel Orthodoxy enjoyed a monopoly

of religion by operation of the law, in the Diaspora Judaism

was pluraiislic and pluralism was to be respected. Thus any

person who was converted to Judaism by either a Conservative

or Ref orm rabb j. in the Diaspora would come within the def i-

ni.tion of Jew f or the purpose of the Law of Return.

The legislation did not solve the crisis. At best it was

enacted to calm prolonged public controversy and damp down

the religion-state controversy. Although it may have had

short term success, it could not ccnceaf the depth of ideo-

logical divisions within the country.

Ànxiety over the actions and intentions of the militant

secular movements, over the secular modern culture and those

who represent it, is the dominant phenomenon which deter*

mined the relationship of Orthodox religious society in aI1

its variations Lowards secular Jewish society. Although the

Orthodox v¡ere split on how to deal with secular culture,
anxiety over the deeds and mi.sdeeds of the secular socio-po-

litical movements r^ras largely shared by all shades of Ortho-

doxy. The historic experience in Palestine only strengthened
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these feelings, as in the bat.tle over educational institu-

tions in immigrant camps during the first years of state-

hood. For the Orthodox, this incident was a warning sign of

what could happen to the entire religious educalional system

if they did not maintain the political power that protected

their val-ues and vital needs.

Às the Zionisl enterprise developed, the pioneering left

was looked upon as representative of a mili-tant anti-re1ig-

ious outlook, which believed that there was no room irr Is-

raeLi society for traditional Sabbath and FesLival obser-

vance¡ dietary laws or even religious marriage and divorce.

The rise of Mapai to power within the Yishuv thus int.ensi-

fied the threat to the religious camp. The "histcric alli-

ance" between Mapai and Mizrahi/ha-eo'e1 ha-Mizralni, forged

when the f ormer vras the dominanL party in the Yishuv and Zi'-

onist movement, thus appears to be more an act of defense.

The religious parties sought to guarantee through political

partnership, that the basic needs and rights of the relig-

ious sector would be provided by the senior partner in gov-

ernment. Despite this a1liance, relations between Mapai/r'a-

bor and the religious parties were fraught with conflicts

over attacks upon religion and traditio.n, íntentional anC

otherwise, which subsequentty reawakened feelings of hostii-

ity and mistrust. This led to a rather paradoxical situ-

ation: those very suspicions over the left's intentions to-

wards religion and its institutions actually bolstered the
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it-shistoric alliance, âs the religious

dissolution was liable to cause them

camp realized that

i rreparable harm. e 5

At the same time, Mapaí/l'abor al-so had restrictions
placed upon them. Às much as they disliked the religious
parties for disrupting governments, Labor knew that the re-

ligious parties were the only group that would accept the

economic and defense policies formulated by the government.

Many times Ben Gurion tried to find coalition partners to

replace the religious parties, but only found that he was

left with a very vocal and suspicious left wing support. Be-

sides being a moderating influence in the cabinet the relig-

ious parties were also very cheap coalition partners. Their

price for support was on1¡z the religious ministries, posi-

tions which no one else wanted. As long as political power

was measured in terms of voter support, no dominant politi-

cal party could ignore the place of religion in Israeli so-

ciety. As much as Ben Gurion may have wanted to limit the

povrer of the religious parties, he knew that once regula-

tions were placed on the cabinet table by the religious par-

ties, he felt conscience-bound to support them as they were

in consonance with his own beliefs. e 6

95 and Emanuel Gutmann (eds.), Thq.
(london, Croom Helm , 1984) ,

Dan Caspi,
Roots of
p.1 47 .

Abraham Diskin
Beqin's Success

s6 Avi-hai, cp cit. p.108.
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In the f irral analysis, the religious establishment proved

t.o be stronger than they appeared. They bent with resili-
ence, but not to the point of abandoning halakhic considera-

tions in Israeli society. Like a wild animal that if let
l-oose would do irreparable harm, pragmatism dictated that

Ben Gurion handle the religious parties wi.th caution. Na-

tional policy interests took precedence over his personal

convictions and those of his party and its other non-Ortho-

dox coalition partners.
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A NElf ROLE FOR THE NRP

UntiI 1967, the relationship between Mapai and the relig-

ious parties'eras a trade-off between religious issues on the

one hand, and foreign and economic policies on the other.

The rel-igious parties would concede the decisions in foreign

policy, defense and economics. In return Mapai guaranteed

the NRP, Agudat Israel and PAY dominance over religious in-

stitutions and a commitment to preserve the status quo in

relations between religion and the st.ate. The NRP estab-

lished itself by gaining control, through coalition govern-

ments, of ministries ( interior, religion, and welfare) and

povrer centers (the rabbinate and religious councils), and

establish financial j.nstituitions, and took a large portion

of the educational system. Mapai, as the dominant party,

held most political and ecnomic power. It dominated the

Histadrut, central economic institutions, the civil service,

and other centers of povrer" This framework gave Ben-Gurion a

free hand in conducting Israel's defense and foreign poli-

cies. with the help of the Progressive party, which had no

independent Iine on foreign policy, Ben-Gurion enjoyed a

built-in majority that enabled him to form a government

without the need to compromise vrith dissenting figures. How*

ever this framework started to collapse by the mid-1960's as

92
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a result of a split in the

the impact of the 1967 Six

NRP and a few years later with

Day War.

By the beginning of 1960, the NRP began to emerge as the

dominant force among the three religious parties. Its suc-

cess can be attributed to the fact that it was a stable par*

ty, which was reflected in good voter support.eT It under-

stood the complexities that were invol-ved in its

relationship with the secular parties and, ât the same time

did not turn its back on Orthodox support. The two other

parties, Àgudat Israel and PoaIe Àgduat Yisrael (PÀY) re-

mained essentially the same since the beginning of the

state. They did not wish to expand their base of support nor

did they wish to associate themseives with the secular par-

ties. As long as the status quc remained the same and relig-

ious issues were not ignored, the two parties were content

to remain away from the Israeli political sLructure.

However, by .1 963, a f act ion emerged in the NRP consist ing

of the party's young members. This "Young Guard" posed'a

threat to the party's leadership since its demands focused

botl"r on internal party processes and on i ssues.

The leadership of the "Young Guard" faction developed

from the "Young Guard" organization which provided leisure*

time activity for religious people who found themselves a1-

s7 Shmuel Sandler, "The
Thi rd Party" @!gr24, 1979), p.3.

National Religious
For Jewish Community

Party: I sraeL's
Studies, (.rl
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j"enated from secular entertainment and activity. e B However

with the dealh of the NRP leader Moshe Shapira, and the col-

lapse of the "Yound Guard" organization, the youth faction

leaders began to present themseives as an alternative to Lhe

veteran NRP leadership. They tried to take advantage of the

new national-istic attituCes among the party's members and

supporters, and queslioned the traditional partnership with

Labor .

Yet Labor was as much to blame; they began (partly as a

result of its new merger with parties to its left and partly

througir the emergence of its young leaders) to retreat from

its support of the religi.ous status quo. The Young Guard

felt betrayed and argued that the NRP Labor relationship was

neither balanced nor poliLically inteltigent. s e The Young

Guard openly quest ioned the benef its the party lvas receiving

from Labor. They stated that the NRP provided sLrong support

only to receive shaky support for religious priorities ac-

companied by a public image of a party interested only in

po$¡er without any ideology or independent line in foreign

policy.loo Internally the Young Guard demanded such changes

as the replacement of the party's delegates after a fixed

e8 Caspi, Diskin and Gutmann

99 Shmuel
an5,
1984) ,

and HilleI
l.lest Bank

(ed. ), 9p cit.
F risch, I srael
(lexington,

p.157.

, the Palestini-
Lexington Books,

Sandle r
and the
p.115.

10o Ibiå.
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period of time. lor They rejecteC the face-to*face agreements

between the religious and socialist leaders and urged the

religious bloc to assert itself as a contender for political

power in the non-theocratic state. The Young Guard per-

ceived. the apathy of the veteran leadership as IargeJ-y re-

sponsible for the party's failure to mobilize the Sephardic

religious comrnunity in Israel.102 By doing this, the Young

Guard anticipated an electoral- as well as a spirit.ual expan-

sLon.

The 1967 Six Day War.

The Six Day War, like so many others, was the result of a

series of miscalculations and misjudgments on the part of

all the interested parties. However research has tended to

put a large share of the blame on President Nasser of

Egypt.1o3 Since the end of the 1956 war, Nasser constantly

1 o 1 Yael Yishai, "Party Factionalism and Foreign Policy: De-
Journal of Interna-mands and Responsesrr The Jerusa I em

tional Relations (vol.3, no.1, FalI 1977), p. trô

1o2 Shimshon Zelniker and Michael
cent Cleavages: The Case of

Kahan, "Religion and Nas-
Israel' s National Religious

(vol.9, October, 1976)," Comparative Politics.Party
p.44.

1o3 Nada Safran, Israel: The Embattled A11v (Cambridge, Har-
vard University Press, 1978),p.387. For a good account
of the vrar see T. N. Dupuy, Elus ive Victorv: The Àrab-I q-
raeli Wars, 1947-1974 (New York, Harper and Row, 1978);
áñ¿ Cfraim He rzog, The Arab:I srael i In7ars (¡¡ew York, Ran-
dom House, 1982). For a personal account of the war see
yitzhak Rabin, The Rabin Memoirs (Boston, Little, Brown
and Compôñy,1979), and Àbba Eban, Mv Countrv (New York,
Random House, 1972).
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warned the Arab nations not to provcke a war with Israel

before Egypt was prepared and circumstances were right. Yet

by I'[ay 1967 he had dorre prec i se ly what he had caut i oned

against. Ile had placed Eglzpt's armed f orces in a state of

"maximum alert" and ordered Egyptian combat units to march

into the Sinai. Egypt justified this exercise in view of

information that it received stating that Israel was plan-

ning to attack Syria.10a Nasserts show of force vras meant to

warn IsraeI that any attack would automatically bring Egypt

into the war. Egypt then requested the United Nations Secre-

tar1, General- U Thant to "terminate the existence of U.N.E.F.

on the soil of the United Arab Republic and the Gaza

SLrip.rrlos on May 22, Nasser announced the closing of the

Gulf of Aqaba to all Israeli ships and to all ships carrying

"strategic materia1" to Israel. Eight days later King Hus-

104 Nasser stated after the crises that his first move had
been made because of intelligence he received from the
Soviet Union, which his own sources confirmed However
the United NaLions Truce Supervision Organization, which
had many times in the past checked on similar allega-
tions, reported that it failed to detect any Israeli
troop concentration. It vlas later l-earned in the trials
of high ranking officers in early 1968, that the Egyp-
tian chief of staff at the time of the crisis, General
Fawzi, reported that there hras no sign of any unusuaf
Tsraeli activity. Safran explains that this statement
leads to two conclusions. First, the information amount-
ed to an invitation to Nasser Lo take some substantial
military measures against Israel. Second, Nasser may
have wanted to believe the information was valid, wheth-
er is was true or not. Ever since the United States ter-
minated its economic assistance to Egypt he had believed
that the U,S. was out to destroy him. Therefore he sa$t
the mounting tension between Syria and Israel as a good
opportunity to hit back at the United States through Is-
rae I

1 o 5 saf ran, 9.p c it. , p.388,
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a rmed

also

terr ltoty,

Thus by the end of May nearly all Israelis perceived a

cfear and imminent danger of oestruction for their state.

Yet surprisingly the main focus of the crisis from the posi-

tion of Israel was not so much ihe actions of Nasser or the

posi.tions of Washington, Moscow or Amman, âs it was the tim-

id reaction of their own government under Eshkol's leader-

ship.106 Doubts as to Levi EshkoL's competence as Minister

of Defense were fostered by political opponents such as Ben-

Gurion and by Eshkol's indecisiveness. And as a result of

dissatisfaction within his own party and that of the coali-
tion, Eshkol had no other choice but to accept his party's

decision and resign as Defense Minister. The popular Moshe

Dayan now became Minister of Defense.

The war was swift and Israel's victory was decisive. The

victory can be explained by a number of factors. First, from

company level to top command, the Israeli leaders were more

flexible, aggressive and dynamic. Second, their doctrine and

its execution vrere suitable to the conditions in which they

fought. Third, the Israeli army adapteC better to the weap-

ons and technologically sophisticated equipment with which

1o6 Paul V. Hammond and Sidney S. ÀIexander (eds.), Politi-
ca1 Dvnamics in the Midd1e EasL (Hew York, American El-
sevier, 1972) , p.1 78.



they had been provided.loT

stake. Therefore anything

ceptable.

9B

Fourth, I srael ' s ex i stence was at

short of total victory was unac-

Strategically, there were other factors. First, and most

important, Israel used the element of surprise to take the

initial advantage. The unexpected attacks from the air and

on the ground seriously disrupted the Egyptian .o*rn.ni, and

che Jordanians to a l-esser extent. Secondlyr was the Israe-

1i superiority in the air, achieved by the carefully planned

and superbly executed attacks which started the \./ar in the

morning of June 5. 1 oB with the advantage of air superiority

the Israelis were able to capitalize on the ground on their
initial advantage of surprise without having to defend

against attacks from their enemies' air weapons. rhird, and

no less important was the Israeli superior use of armor. A1-

though they were outnumbered in terms of tanks, -1 000 com-

pared to 2,330, and armored personal carriers, 1 ,500 com-

pared to 1,845 for the Àrabs, the Tsraeli army used them to

their fullest advantage.loe Their armored doctrine empha-

sized shock action and mobility, and their performance lras

characterized by boldness and agressiveness. These combined

to make the armor the principle ground-force element in the

I srael i victory.

107 Dupuy, Elusive Victory: The Arab-Israeli
( New

loB ibid.
10s Ibid.

Trevor N.
1947 -197 4

p.337 .

York, Harper and Row , 1978) , p.335.
Wars,
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When the guns feII silent on June 10, Israel had expanded

its land area to three times what it had been six days ear-

lier. israel now occupied the Gaza Strip, the Sinai Peninsu-

la, the West Bani<, and the Golan Fleights (Tabl-e 2) . However

it soon became clear that no one had drawn up pLans for the

political use of these territories. Most lsraelis did not

believe they would capture territory in the war. Even De-

fense Minister Dayan and other Israeli officials had said

during the war that they were not trying to expand the bor-

ders of Israe1.110 This lack of a clear policy direction !'¡as

aggravated by the division of opinion over the future of the

occupied territories. Policy makers Lherefore had to consid-

er the possible domestic political impact of any decision

which they might take. Their purpose was not to formulate a

coherent and substantive policy on the territories, but

rather to not exacerbate the internal conflict of ideas and

personalities and thereby preserve the formal unity of the

Labor Alignment and the government.lll

Israel at the time was governed by the Government of Na-

tional Unity. This was the largest coalition in its history,
and contained all parties except the Communists. The large

coalition was intended as an emergency government to unite

the nation and provide effective leadership in times of cri-
sis. Therefore it did not include the usual coalition agree-

1ro Arthur Goldschmidt, Jr., À Concise Hi story of the Middle
East (Boulder, Westview Press, 1979), p.302.

111 Kieval, q cit., p.3.
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ments that have characteri.zed Israelj. governments. However,

the question of the occupied territories endangered the pro-

cess of rapprochement among the parties, threatening to

break up not onl-y their collective alignment but their indi-

vidual unity as well.

with the success of the war, Israeli opinion tended to be

optimistic as to the chances of negotiating a settlement

wi th I srael' s ne ighbors. The newly acqui red terr i tor ies

vided I srael with an improved strategic position r+hich

likeIy to discourage any renewed Àrab attacks. AIso the

ritories became a tool Lo induce the Àrabs to make

pro-

!'¡a s

ter-
peace or

to do so.which coulC be withheld from them it they refused

Then Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban explained;

Ànd yei the hope of peace, if still quaLified, was
greater than before. Israel had cards to p1ay. She
had something in her possession that her neighbors
wanted very much. She could give the significant
restitution of territory if they woul-d give her
peace, security and a negotiated and permanent
territorial structure. 1 1 2

I srael now'set for itself two operational national goals:

seeking a formal, final peace with its neighbors and rede-

fining the 1949 boundaries. While the government was unani-

mous in its determination to negotiate a final peace with

its Arab neighbors, opinion was split over the future of the

various occupied territories and parts of them. As a resulL,

the Israeli political axis which normally ran left to right,

1 1 2 Àbba Eban, MY
p.259-60.

Country (New York, Random House, 1972) ,
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now ran from hawkish to dovish and irequently crossed party

1ines.1 13

Basically the debate boiled down Lo whether or not, and

to what extent, and in relurn for what, should the territo-

ries occupied in 1967 be returned. Àt one extreme were the

unconditionaL hawks, who objected to the return of any ter-

riiories even in exchançte for peace with the Arabs. The mi-

litant hawks would agree to the return of a substantial part

of the Go1an Heights anð./or the Sinai, but would insist that

the Jordan River be Israel's politicaL as well as strategic

border.lla The moderate hawks held the same view as the mi-

litant hawks. However,they believed that the Jordan River

represents only a strategic boundary and not a political

one. The moderate Doves were ready for far-reaching territo-

rial compromise over the West Bank and insisted only on such

minor changes in Israef's previous border with Jordan as to

ensure the security of the state.11s Next in line, the mili-

tant doves were prepared, to go a step farther; in exchange

for 'real' peace, they vrere prepared to return all territo-

1 13 Don Peretz, "Israel's 1969 Election Issues: The Visible
and the Invisible" lhte Midd1e East Journaf (vol.24,
no.1, ttinter 1970), p.32,

1 1 4 Avner Yaniv and Fab
Birds of a Feather:
mentary Opinion on
ries, 1967-1977"

ian PascaI, "Dov
The Distributi

the Future of t
British Journal

Hawks, and Other
of Israeli Parlia-
Occupied Territo-
Political Sc ience

€S,
on
he
of

(voI.10, no.2, April 1980), p.261.
1 15 Àvi Shlaim and Avner Yaniv, "DomestÍc Politics

Àffairs
and For-

n (voI.2,eign Policy in Israel"
Spring 1980), p.254.

I nternat i onal
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ries occupied in 1967 as weli as the estabLishment of a

sovereign Palestinian state. Final1y, there were the uncon-

ditional doves. They 'v.lere nrostly members of the predomi-

nantly Àrab New Communist List who insisted that IsraeI

should unilaterally withdraw from the occupied territories,
arrd favoured the establishment of an independent PLO state.

On an ideological leveI, the attitudes of the religious

parties coul-d not but be affected by the liberation of an-

cient Jewish territories where the Kingdoms of Judea and Sa-

maria had prospered, and that contained religious monuments

of the past. Some of these includeC HaKctel HaMaaravi (tf,e

l.Testern Wa11) in Jerusalem, Kever RacheI (Rachel's Tomb)

near Bethl-ehem, and Mearat HaMachpeJ-a (the burial place in

Hebron of Àbraham, Sarah, Isaac, Rebecca, Jacob, and Leah).

Along with this, Lhe question of territories involved Halak-

hah problems. Could any Jewish government surrender part of

the Land of I srael voluntaril-y even in return f or

Peace? 1 1 6

For Agudat Israel the question of territories v¡as not im-

portant. They welcomed the opportunity for Jews to again

visit their Holy Places. Yet they did not believe that they

could have any influence in this matter" For them the ques-

tion is one of secure boundaries, for generals Lo decide. l 17

116 Stephen oren,
ious Parties"
Winter 1973) ,

"Continuity
The Middte

p.47 -48 .

and Change in
East Journal

I srael' s
(voL.27 ,

ReIig-
no.1,

1 17 I bid. , p.48 
"
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The basic position of Agudat Israel has been to regard the

issue of the territories, like all other non-religious is-

sues as an occasion for a side-bargain with Labor in order

to obtain concessions on matters of inr.erest to them.

Opinion in Poal-e Agudat Yisrael (PAY) was divided. There

r{rere those who f avored the Agudat I srael line of taking no

defj.nite stand, preferring to leave it to the generals

with appropriate side-bargains for the religious. On the

other side were those who viewed this as a Torah question,

to be decided on the basis of Halakhah. PAY adopted the po-

sition that all of the territories, except for parLs of the

Sinai, should be retained although they might be returned if

this was necessary to preserve Jewish life.1 1 I However, uD-

like the NRP, PAY based their position on purely Halakhah

and not economic, strategic or diplomatic aspeacts.

Whereas the two smaffer religious parties remained stat-
ic, the NRP began to exert its strength. Even before the

crisis of May 1967, the NRP attempted to exert influence

over the foreign policy-making process, in the face of what

it viewed as an impending disaster.lle The NRP threatened to

leave the coalition which forced Prime Minister EshkoI to

enlarge his government. The NRP's thrusL was not toward the

capture of territories but toward defensive interception of

118 ibid., p.52.
1 1s R.D.Mclaurin, Mohammed Mughisuddin and Àbraham R. wag-

York,ner, Fore i qn PoIicv Makinq in the Middle East (New
shers, 1977) , p.192.Praeger PubIi
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of I srael ) perceived as an impendingwha t

Arab

they (and most

invasi.on.

After the war the "Young Guard" played a decisive role in

the party's rightward swing. l 20 They adopted a more hawkish

line toward the terriiories, opposing territorial compromise

and supporting the demands of Gush Emunirn settlers.121 while

the NRP l-eadership stumbled on the question of territories,
t.he Young Guard developed their arguments on political and

religious grounds. First, the need to identify with a Great-

er Israel policy was grounded in religious principte. It was

the Ai¡nighty's commandment to settle the land within its
promi.sed borders. Politically the arguments rested on elec-

toral considerations, since the changes in policy were aimed

at securing support at the poIls.

120 Caspi, Diskin and Gutmann, sp cit., p.-l 59.

121 Interview, Prof. Eliezer Don-Yehiya, Bar-Ilan Universi-
Ly, Tel-Aviv, Israel. 1985.

Gush Emunim (tfre Bloc of Faith) is an associational- in-
teresL group that seeks to influence foreign policy. 'It
was set up before the election of the eighth Knesset, at
the instigation of religious studenLs, the secolrd gener*
ation of kibbutz seLtlers and religious professionals"
The group's ideology stems from religious commandments
combined with a secul-ar political nationalism appealing
to both religious and secular sectors in Israel. They
have settled in unauthorized Jewish settlements in the
West Bank, based on biblical call. Gush Emunim has re-
frained from becoming a political party, prêferring to
remain outside the political system while still receiv-
ing support from the Young Guard of the NRP.
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The older leadership viewed the Young Guard as a disrup-

tive influence, harmful to the party's unity, threatening

disintegration ano polarization. They were accused of ex-

ploiting ideals rooted in history and tradition for politi-

cal purpose. Despite these criticisms, the party gave i.n.

They NRP's platform reflected a new hawkish spirit. It vras

committed to continue the settlement of urban and rural are-

as in the "liberated" territories. Both in content and

style, the NRP retreated from its historical-traditional
moderete and vague poticies. The only clause included in the

party's platform against the wishes of the Young Guard was a

ref erence F.o "secure and agreed borders", to be determined

by direct negotiation between Tsrael and the Arab states.122

The problem confronting Eshkol in the wake of the Six Day

llar was that if he were to urge the adoption of a policy

favoring Iarge*scale territorial concessionsf particularly

on the West Bank, he would have lost the support of Gahal n

Rafi, the NRP, and other supporters of Dayan within the

Alignment, thereby causing the coalition to coIlapse. Con-

versely, since they all shared similar views on the territo*
ries, Dayan and his supporters could then join forces with

Gahal and the religious parties thus threatening Mapai's

Ieadership position in Israeli potitics.123

1 22 yishai,

1 23 Kieval,

cít.
cit.

9p'

9p.

p.61 .

p"21 .
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In summary, the Six Day War had t,hree effects on Israeli
politics. First, the development of deep internal cleavage

on the i ssues ra i sed by the \.{ar led to a breakdown of the

domestic national- consensus.l2a It was not so nuch the adop-

tion by the various parties of conflicting foreign policy

stands, but ihe emergence ot deep divisions of opinion in-

side each of the major parties. This new polarization into

hawks and doves deprived successive cqalition governments of

a workabl-e consensus and prompted them to avoid decision.

SeconCly, it marked ihe fi.rst time that the Nationai Re-

ligious Party became involved in foreign poIicl, issues. This

new stance was made possible because of a split in the NRP

between the older leadership and a youth faction. Àlthotrgh

the ,NRP justified retaining the territories on religious
grounds, they did believe these territories were important

for security and for future voter support. The NRP's foreign

policy concern continued to the Yom Kippur Vlar of 1973. Thus

their ascent into foreign policy was more than just a tempo-

rary phenomenon, it vras the beginning of a new era for the

NRP.

Final1y, the historical partnership between the religious
parties and the Àlignment started to co1lapse.1 25 This can

be attributed to the acquisition of the West Bank by israeJ-,

and also to the emergence of BeEin's Likud party in the

124 Sh1aim and Yaniv, qp cit. , p.248.
I 25 Sandler and Frisch, 9p cit. , p.1 1 5.
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1 970's. The NRP's position on the territories moved it clos-

er ideologicaJ-1y to the Likud. This new reLationship would

soon crystalize, as the Likud would defeat the Al-ignment in

1977, and form a new partnership with the relj.gious parties.



Chapter V

CONCLUS I ON .

The need to reconcile religion with a modern democratic

state will remain one of Israel's primary concerns. It will

be a difficult struggle as the relationship between the re-

ligious and secular parties has been an adversarial one. It
has existed because the religious minority view the secular

forces as trying to extinguish traditional Judaism in I sra-

el. This fear can be traced back to the beginning of Zion-

ism. while secular groups began to plan for tire day of Re-

turn to Israel, religious authorities dismissed Zionism on

the grounds that it was forcing the end. They believed that

the Return would come only through the Messiah.

However by 1900 the Jewish community in Palestine had aI-
ready begun to develop secular political parties. The most

powerful was the Labor party. iLs success lay in the fact

that it was betLer equipped to take charge in the absorption

of immigrants. It offered community services and membership

in the party. Its ideology of pioneering socialisrn-Zionism

suited not only the harsh conditions of the land but that of

the new immigrants as welI.

The religious

out of a fear of

plan for soc ial

parties, on the other hand, were born more

a widespread secular movement than out of a

act ion. By 1926 three rel igious part ies
_ 108
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were operating - Mizrahi, ha-Po'el ha-Mizrahi, and ha-Mizr-

ahi ha-Tzar'ei. However instead of planning for the state-

to-be, the three parties concerned themselves with the in-

sistence lo assert reiigious Iaws in the Yishuv. They wj.shed

lo see the new Jer¿ish state governed by the law of the To-

rah.

The religious parties refusal to accept Zionism as a po*

litical reality and their slow plan of action once in Pal-es-

tine resufted in the secular parties firmly entrenching

themselves into the social fabric of Palestine. The relig-
ious parties hopes of a state run by the Torah now dis-
solved. They \^¡ere novr in the position only to bargain and

compromi se .

wiLh the arrival of statehood in 1948, the religious par-

ties found themselves in a position of povrer. This power

came f rom I sraef' s system of proport ional representat ion .

No one party has ever had a majority of 61 seats or more in

IsraeI's 120 seat Knesset. Therefore larger parties such as

Labor have had to form coalition governments with the small-

er parf,ies. The religious parties have been the most suit-
able of all the smaller parties. For Ben Gurion and his La'-

bor party ihis meant that the religious parties gave him the

freedom to pursue his foreign and economic policies. In re-

turn for this support, the religious parties requested ful1

control of religious institutions and government support for

religious demands. What would appear like a comfortable re*

lationship soon turned into a battle between the religious
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parties and secufar forces. It was during the years 1948 to

1967, a period I have called the "Pro'tective Years"' that

the battle was at its height. During this time the religious
parties were fearful that the secular parties would try to

dissolve traditional Judaism in the staie of Israel. Tirey

believed that issues such as "who is a Jew?", sabbath and

kosher laws would be sacrificed in a modern democratic

state. To guard against this the religious minority made

these issues a priority before entering into any coalition
agreement. The religious parties real-ized that the Labor

party needed their support before a government could be

formed. Thus lhe religious parlies played a game of "pofiti-
cal blackmail". If their requests were not met t.hey wouLd

threaten to leave the coalition thereby causing the govern-

ment's resignation. This relationship continued up until
1977 when Labor were defeated by Begin's Likud party. How-

ever, its legacy left Israel torn and deeply divided between

the religious and secular population.

In order to explain this rel-aiionship several Israeli po-

litical scientists have applied the theory of consociational

politics.126 They argue that the reLationship between Labor

and the National Religious Party v¡as influenced more by

their conflicting attitudes on questions of religion and

state than by their ideologi.cal proximity in other matters.

Both parties, realizing that the onlv alternative to cooper-

126 Sandler and Frisch, 9p cit. , p.120,
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to f ind a rnodus vivendi.
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that would i rreparably divide the

religious and secular lines decidecl

By the middle years of 1960 a change occured in the pow-

erful National Religious Party. Believing that they had se-

cured halakhic l-aws in I srael, they began to move in the

area of f ore ign pol icy. Thi. s was accompl i sed pr imar i ly by

two factors. First, a youth movement developed inside the

NRP. This movement was more hawkish than the older leader-

ship and wished to see the NRP broaden its pol-itical hori-
zons. Secondl-y, the 1967 War left Israel- with a great deal

of territory. The youth movement took the opportunity to
present a new hawkish line and pressurecl the government to

keep the lands. They based Lhe demands on the fact that the

territories v¡ere of religious importance and therefore no

government could return them.

it may be said that the question of "who is a Jew"

brought to the fore the real struggle in Israel. It is not a

struggle of the territories, nor is it a struggle of relig*
ion. It is a struggle between who is going to rule Israel,
the Orthodox "or the secularists. It is also a question of

what degree of orthodoxy should be present in Tsrael. To

some Orthodox, ruling the country is secondary. What is im-

portant for them is the survival of the religious traditions
and their religious way of life. They fear a secufarization

of I sraeI.
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Yel even to use the word 'secufarists' is not entireì.y

correct. Àlthough there are some atheists, most of the popu-

laiion believe in a continuation of religious vrays. Even the

earJ-y Zionists with their political objectives never gave up

the achievement of spiritual and ethical ideals. After all a

man may still believe in circumcision, he may swel-l with

pride at his son's Bar Mitzvah. He may still awail the blow-

ing of the shofar, the traditional rams' horn, oñ the occa-

sion of the inauguration of a newly eLected President of the

State. He may conduct a funeral service in accordance with

the religious law. If you to ask him why he was doing these

traditions, he would answer that these practices are not so

much as ' rel igious' for him, but rather signi f icant aspects

of the national culture. This makes the problem so much

harder, religion and culture are so closely intertwined. io
take alray religious practices would be to take away parts of

Jewish civi Iization.

Religious issues have and will always create tension and

animosity in Israel. These issues have made the Jewish peo-

ple look deeply at their naiional identity and culture.
Scho1ars, Rabbis, and politicians have had to wrestle with

the decisions between tradition and change, between preser-

vation and innovation. The struggle between tradition and

change will continue to agitate the people as long as they,

in the traditions of their past, pursue the quest for iden-

tity and meaning of their existence.



Chapter VI

GLOSSÀRY.

Alignment (labor Àlignment) - Alliance of the Israel Labor

Party and the left-wing socialist Mapam, formed in 1969. It
was the ruling alliance of the State of Israel until its de-

feat in the election of 1977.

Aliya * ( immigration) A basic concept and ideal in Zioníst

pioneering ideology, it meant more than mere immigration to

settlements in Palestine and, from 1948, I sraef. I t im-

plied, as the literal meaning of the Hebrew word'aliya'
(ascent) indicates, the fulfillment of an ideal and, ât the

same time, the elevation of one's personality to a higher

ethical 1eve1.

Cabalah ( na¡balat'¡ )

i sm.

The mystical religious stream in Juda-

Chief Rabbinate

of whose members

Court of Appeals,

Orthodox Judaism,

the apex of the rabbinical hierarchy, most

were simultaneously on the High Rabbincal

Although the rabbinate is in the hands of

its orthodoxy does not satisfy the more

113



extreme Orthodox groups, who do not

authority and inscead recognize their
by the Council of Sages).
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accept its spiritual
own rabbinate (headed

ConservaLive Judaism - Trend in j.udaism developed in the

United States in the twentieth century which, whiie opposing

extreme changes in traditional observances, permits certain

rnodi f ications of Halakhah in response to t.he changing needs

o f the -rew i sh people .

Diaspora Term of Greek origin denoting the dispersion of

the Jews ever since the Bablzlonian Exile of 586 B.C.E. it is

al-so used to designate the Jewish communities so dispersed.

HaLakhah - Hebrew

part of Talmudic

passing rules of

well as civil and

for road or path; custom or law; the legal

and of later rabbinic literature, encom-

ritual observances and ethical conduct as

criminal- law,

Histadrut - (General Federation of Labor ) ¡¡ot onll' was it a

Iabor organizat ion, it grev¡ to become the most povrerf ul or-
ganization in I srael-. I ts ranks included hired labor but

also self-employed persons such as farmers in moshavim (type

of cooperaLive agricultural settlements in IsraeI), members

of kibbutzim, smaIl-scale artisâns/



Kahane,

mi I i tant

l"ives in

g roup.
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Mei r Founder and f ormer l-eader of the radically
Jewish Defense League in the United States. He now

I srael, heading an ultraextremist nationalistic

Po-

and

The

Pale of Settfement - 25 provinces of Czarist Russia (in

land, Lithuanian, White Russia, Ukraine, Bessarabia,

Crimea) where Jews were permit.ted permanent residence.

system was instituted in 1791 by decree of Catherine II.

Reform Judaism - Reform Judaism was born in Germany in the

early years of the 19th century, before the advent of Zion-

ism as an organized movement. The movement believed that to

meet contemporary exigencies, modifications have to be in*
troduced in tradj.tional Jewish thought and practices. It
shortened the service, utilized an organ, made the vernacu-

lar sermon a regular feature, and instituted the ceremony of

group confirmation.

Talmud Name applied to each of the two great compilations,

distinguished respectively as the Babylonian Talmud and the

Palestinian (or Jerusalem) Talmud in which are collected the

records of academic discussion and of judicial administra-

tion of Jewish Law by generations of scholars and jurists in

many academies and in many countries during several centu*

ries after 200 C.E"
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Torah - This vùas given to Moses at Sinai tcaether with a de-

tailed oral exposition of the Torah and its commandments.

Thus, Torah has the broad meaning in Jewish tradition of

both the Written and OraI Law, together with every exposi-

tion of this Law, including the entire talmudic literature
and commentar i es .



TABLE 1

Year
1 949e

1 950

caèi¡e!. cqa,l illqçrg 1949-1981

Prime Minister
Ben Gurion

Ben Guríon

Goalition Membership
Dtapai* (48),Religious Front ( I 6),
Progressíves ( 5 ), Sephardim( a )
Hapai (4e ) ,Rel igious FronÈ ( 1 6) ,
Progressives ( 5) ,sephardim(4)

Size

?3

73

1951e Ben Gurion ,Ylízrahi & llapoel.
(10),Àgduat(8)
uda t ( 5 ) . Sephardirn( 2 )
,Ytizrahi & Flapoel
( 1 0) ,General ?ionists
ressíves(4)
,l{izrahi & Hapoel
(10),Generat U ionists
ressives(4)
,14ízrahi & Hapoel
(10),Progressives(4)

1952

1 954

1 9ss

Ben Gurion

Sharett

Sharett

t{apai(50)
llarnízrahi.
Poalei åg
Þfapai(50)
Hamizrahi
(20),Prog
Mapai(50)
Hami zrahi
(20),Prog
Mapai(50)
Hami z rahi

67

B4

84

64

55e Ben Gur on l{apa i ,Mi45
a
(4)sevIe

Ha
Ha
55

&

t
re

Àhdu
Prog

ZE
),
),

ha
Hamizrahi ( 1 1

( 10 ) ,Mapam ( 9 BO

1 958 Ben Gu r 10n Mapa í 4 5 ,NRP( 11) Àhdut Ha'
,Progressives(4) B0Avoda(10),Hapam(9

,
)

1 9 5 9e Ben G ur 10n Mapa i( 45 ) , NRP ( 12'l , Àhdua t Ha '
Àvoda(Z),tlapam(9),Progressives(6) B6

196'l e

1 963

1964

Ben Gurion

EshkoI

Eshkol

lrrapai (45 ) ,NRP( 12) ,PÀy( 2 ),Àhdut
Ha'Àvoda ( I )
Mapai ( 46 ),HRp (121,pÀy ( 2),Àhdur
Ha'Àvoda ( I )
Mapai (46),HRp (121,pÀy(2) ,Ahdur
Ha'Àvoda (8) , Independent Liberals(s)

58

68

73

19 e

1967

1969

197 0

Eshkol

Eshkol

Meir

Meir

À1i
PÀY
Àli
PÀY
Raf

gnmentr
(2),Independent Liberals(

11
s) 75

gnment(49) ,Mapam(8),Nnp( 1 1 ),(2),Lndependent Liberals(5),
i(10),caha1(26)

4 , Ì'fapam ,NRP ,

Àlignment ( 60 ),NRP( I 2 )
Liberals ( 4 ),Gaha1 ( 26)
Àlignment ( 60 ),Nnp( 1 2 )
Liberals(A)

, I ndependent

, I ndependent

111

102

76

1974e

197 4

Meir

Rabi n

Àlignment(5
Liberals(4)

4 ),NnP( 1 0 ), Independent

Àlignment( 54 ),Civi1 Righrs( 3), ln-
dependent LiberaLs (  )

68

-lL7-

61



197 4 Rabin À1ignmer¡t (54 ),}¡Rp( 10), rndeperrdenÈ
Liberals({) 68

1977 e Begin
To Oetober

1977
From October

1977

Li kud ( 45 ),Dayan ( 1 ),xrrp (12', nÀgudat(4)
Li kud (45 ),Dayan ( 1 ),Ì{Rp( 121,Àgudar
(4),DMC(15)

62

77

1 981e Beg n Li kud 48 , NRP 6 , Tam 3 , at 4 6X

e-formed folÌowing an election*-includes allied Àrab lists

-1-18-
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